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l. Prefo«byflFA PrtSidtnl.
Dr. J"';o 11.".1.:11111< (8..zil)

Befor. my nomin.,ion .. FIFA Pre"d~n', I h.d p<,,,"1<d ,n ,cuvily progr.m·
me includ'ng ......I P'Oj«I•. I had ,peci.lly 'n mind to r.,lilO' particul.rly .mbi·
lioo. ""', which Moold ben.fil youlh Ind tb. d...lopping counl,i•., Th. Pr0Jecl 1.
lIS objecti.. h ,h. d... lopm.m of foo'b.1I on I world·wide sc.le Itco,di"llio •
new conc.p' of footb.1I in"",c,ion. Not only would ,h. 'echniqu. Ind lac'ic. be
lOughl. bUI ,1'0 the ,dmin",1 n"i•• organ,..'ion, .portS medicine ,nd refe,eeong. The
opera'ion ,hould be .impl•. in ,h. good , .. dirion ofFIFA Ind in 'h••po,ti...piril
"'hich characteri... it. the privil.ged assod'lion. pladng th.ir re.ourc•• at the di,.
pooal of those ie.. f.."",.d,
I.m pi.... d 10 be .101. 'odeclare lod1y Ihat 'hi. project is now re,dy 10 start.
thanks 10 ,he und.rstanding .nd c"",,penlion of Ihe gre.1 foolball f.mdy.•nd
Ihln., .Iso to th. finlncial lupp<>T1 gi.en to u, by. hig world·wid. r.puled .n'.r·
pri.., Th. CocI·Col. Company_
FIF A will ,h'fOfo", r..li", '0 .mbiliou•.• ,-en d.nng. progr.rnme. The .uccess
of ,he operation will d.pend '0 I 11'11" ....nl on lhe 'pin' in which thi, projecl i,
""copl.d" 0111....1. by the FIFA member I.",dllion" whether they
ben.fici·
.ries.• n in'.gral pari or ,.sponsibl••ulhorily. FIFA and it. members 1'
unique
opporluni'y 10 "press Ihem",I.., to ,he full in. f."""nNe atmosphere Ind 10
aroo.. Ih. ;ot..." of the whol. world. FI FA mUS' ",,,. Ihl. oppor'unlly. Ihi.
ch.n•• 10 rna•• foolb.1I "th. uni.....ll>nguage n.
J wi,h Projecl I .very .ucce..: "Th. FIFAjCOCA -COLA World Football
Developmenl prog;.mme"_
Your Presi""nt.
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2. Project 1: The FIF AI COCA- COLA World Football Development Programme
Idea and Aim
The FIFA Project
Havelange, Brazil.

o. 1 is based on an initiative of its President, Dr. loao

Its aim is the development of football on a world-wide scale. The idea of development in itself is not new. The novelty lies in the fact that FI FA wishes to establish a general football instruction programme by organising seminars or lectures,
during which the following topics will be dealt with simultaneously:
-

administrative organisation
technique, coaching and training of football
sports medicine
refereeing

Such courses, which last lO days, will be conducted by a group of four instructors who should be 'able to address largely representative audiences consisting of
heads of the National Associations, coaches, technical directors, medical doctors
and masseurs, referees and journalists, as well as representatives from governmental
bodies and sports institutes.
In carrying out the programme, which will be realised on a global basis, the very
particularities of each country concerned should be taken into account, especially
as far as its actual football standard is concerned. Deep knowledge of a country and
its needs is therefore absolutely necessary fOT the success of this mission, which
should benefit above all the countries of the third world, such as Africa, Asia,
Oceania, Central America and the Caribbean.
This programme must be carried Oll t in a really sporting spirit in accordance
with the principle of friendly co-operation in the sense that privileged associations
which set up present standards in the football world, put their knowledge and
means at the disposal of the less favoured associations.
This project, The F[F AI COCA- COLA World Football Development Programme, is the debut of a technical and scientific instruction programme of complementary, repetitive and permanent character. Its principal aims are:
I. to spread technical, administrative and scientific knowledge amongst the
F[FA members;
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2. Project 1

2. to develop and promote football throughout the world, taking into account
the particularities of each country;
3. to raise through this action the general standard of football to allow the Associations benefitting from Project I to playa more and more important role
in in terna tional football;
4. to realise a wide information and promotion campaign for football on a worldwide scale in order to make this sport better known and also the Federation
which assumes the responsibility.

3. Collaboration with COCA-COLA
The realisation and execution of such an ambitious project calls for considerable
financial means, which FIFA, who has only a limited income, was unable to supply
alone. It is, therefore, for this reason that it was established right from the beginning that this initiative depended on financial support from outside FIFA. In fact,
FIF A's normal income would not allow expansion in the scope of its activities,
which are already very profilic. The search was thus started for a partner of international importance, possessing a trade mark with a world-wide reputation and whose
activity directly involved youth. At the same time, this enterprise should provide
all the necessary moral and material guarantees to make these projects at world-wide
level a success.
The partner has been found. It is The Coca-Cola Company, whose reputation
is well-known. The association of two important organisations, each one powerful
in its own field, should therefore guarantee the success of these operations.

FIFA
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The 146 FlFA members are divided into Continental Confederations:
AFRICA
The African Football Confederation
5, Gabalaya Street
GUEZIRA, CAIRO
AR Egypt

Members (40)
Algeria
Botswana I
Bl)rundi
Cameroon
Central Africa
Congo
Dahomey/ Benin
Egypt AR
Ethiopia
Gabon
Gambia
Ghana
Guinea
Ivory Coast
Kenya
Lesotho
Liberia
Lybia
Madagascar
Malawi

President:
Ydnekatchew Tessema
(Ethiopia)

Mali
Mauritania
Mauritius
Morocco
Niger'
Nigeria
Rhodesia *
Rwanda I
Senegal
Sierra Leone
Somalia
Sudan
Swaziland I
Tanzania
Togo
Tunesia
Uganda
Upper Volta
Zaire
Zambia

* FIFA Member but not affiliated to Confederation
I

(suspended by FIF A Congress decision 1970)
provisional FIFA Member
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AMERICA - North and Central and Caribbean
Confederaci6n Norte-Centroamericana y
del Caribe de Flitbol (CONCACAF)
Calle Mariscal Cruz, 9-56, Zona 4
Apartado Postal 86-A
GUATEMALA, C.A.
Guatemala

= CONCACAF
President:
Joaquin Soria Terrazas
(Mexico)

Members (23)
Antigua *
Bahamas *
Barbados
Bermuda
Canada
Costa Rica
Cuba
Dominican RepuDlic
Grenada I
Guatemala
Guyana
Haiti

*
1

Honduras
Jamaica
Mexico
Neth. Antilles
Nicaragua
Panama
Puerto Rico
EI Salvador
Surinam
Trinidad
USA

FIFA Member but not affiliated to Confederation
provisional FlFA Member

AMERICA-NORTH AND
CENTRAL AND CARIBBEAN
CONCACAF

.....
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USA

MEXICO

• PROVISiONAL MEMBER
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4. The FIFA Organisation

AMERICA SOUTH
Confederaci6n Sudamericana de
Futbo] (CONMEBOL)
Estadio Nacional, Puerta o. 4
Calle Jose Diaz

President:
Dr. Te6filo Salinas Fuller
(peru)

LIMA
Peru

Members (10)
Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil
Chile
Colombia

Ecuador
Paraguay
Peru
Uruguay
Venezuela

AMERICA SOUTH
CONMEBOL
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ASIA
Asian Football Confederation
88 Jalan Sultan
Idris Shah
P.O. Box 285
IPOH
Malaysia

President:

Y.T.M. Tunku Abdul Rahman
Putra AI-Haj
(Malaysia)

Members (35)

Afghanistan
Bahrain
Bangladesh
Brunei
Burma
China National
Hong Kong
India
Indonesia
Iran
Iraq
Israel
Japan
Jordan
Khmer
Korea OPR *
Korea Rep.

*
1

Kuwait
Laos
Lebanon
Macao 1
Malaysia
Nepal
Pakistan
Philippines
Qatar
Saudi Arabia
Singapore
Sri Lanka
Syria
Thailand
United Arab Emirates
Vietnam OPR *
Vietnam Rep.
Yemen POR

FIFA Member but not affiliated to Confederation
provisional FIFA Member

ASIA
AFC
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EUROPE
Union of European Football
Associations (UEFA)
Jupiterstrasse 33
P.O. Box 16
3000 BERNE 15
Switzerland

President:
Dr. Artemio Franchi
(Italy) .

Members (34)
Albania
Austria
Belgium
Bulgaria
Cyprus
Czechoslovakia
Denmark
England
Finland
France
German DR
Germany FR
Greece
Hungary
Iceland
Ireland Rep.
Ireland North

Italy
Liechtenstein
Luxemburg
Malta
Netherlands
Norway
Poland
Portugal
Rumania
Scotland
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
USSR
Wales
Yugoslavia

EUROP,E
UEFA

USSR

c
<::l MALTA
LIECHTENSTEIN

CYPRUS C/

f.

0/'£

76

<'
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OCEANIA
Oceania Football Confederation
(OFC)
89 Apirana Avenue
P.O. Box 18029
Glen Innes
AUCKLA D
New Zealand

President:
Jack Cowie, O.B.E.
( ew Zealand)

Members (4)
Australia *
Fiji
New Zealand
Papua-New Guinea

*

FIFA Member but not affiliated to Confederation
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5. Message from The COCA- COLA Company

by Albert Killeen, Executive Vice-President
The Coca-Cola Company, A tlanta, GA. (USA)
The view that The Coca-Cola Company does want me to express very strongly
is how happy, proud and enthusiastic we are at this opportunity to work in closest
association with FIFA for the further development of football throughout the
world, particularly amongst youth, the young people of all countries, races, creeds
and cultures.

It has long been the philosophy of my company that youth and sport are two
essential keys to a more brotherly spirit and better human relationships on this increasingly crowded planet. Certainly football, "the universal language" as Dr. Havelange describes it, is one of the most effective communication bridges between'
peoples of this earth, no matter what their nationality or upbringing.
The 1,600 bottlers of Coca-Cola, in over 130 countries of the world, representing as they do 1,600 different communities share my company's philosophy on the
importance of youth and sport, and in nearly every one of these communities, the
local bottler for Coca-Cola is already engaged and has been for some time, in a number of sponsorships, often in the field of sport, but just as often in education, the
Arts, health, or environmental concerns with all such sponsorships having the common aim of performing a public service of demonstrating the bottler's awareness of
his social responsibility.
In sport, such sponsorships may be to help the local or provincial or regional or
national team or associations, or to sponsor local or national events or to encourage
young people to learn to swim or to play tennis or to play football or simply how
to keep physically fit.
So the sponsorships in conjunction with FIFA are very much a part of the philosophy of The Coca-Cola Company and of its 1,600 bottlers.
.
I know that FI FA and The Coca-Cola Company would prefer that you use as
your cri teria the underlying philosophy and motivation for this joint project - a
global investment in, a commitment to, the future of the world's most popular
sport and for the benefits it will bring to millions of people throughout the world
whose Jives will be enlivened and enriched either by the playing or the watching
of the great game itself.

GENERALITIES
6. The History of Football
When one reads about the history of football by authors of different nationalities, one always vaguely has the impression that they wish to prove that football
originated a little from their country. Also if the "soule" or the "gioco del calcio"
were already football, France and Italy could dispute paternity. But, it is also true
that if one refers to football for which laws have been drawn up, then it is obvious
that this football originated in England. It becomes even more evident when the
dates are mentioned. The English Football Association was founded in 1863. Professionals were introduced in 1888. This points to the conclusion that English football was years in advance of continental or world football.
Secondly, it is important to stress that the evolution of games (B. Gillet: "The
history of sports") is parallel to the history of civilisations. It is, therefore, not surprising to look for the origin of games in the Far East and to see them follow the
movement of the great wars. For example, the wars of Alexander the Great brought
the civilisation of the Far East towards the Middle East, and later the wars of Julius
Caeser brought to Gaul the Gallo-Roman civilisation with its games, which as it happened contained the roots of future football: "harpastum" which was transformed
into "soule" or "choule", according to the differences of pronunciation in the
regions.
The stages of its evolution: Football Games
A) The Far East
In his book of Kong-Fu, Confucius speaks about ball game.s and especially games
practised in using the feet and the head. In China, during the reign of Emperor
Cheng-Ti (32 B.C.), a certain type of football was played called Tsu-chu, which
means to kick leather balls with the feet. The enthusiasm was so great that the poets
and historians of the epoch sang out the names of the most famous foot bailers making them national heroes. In Japan, at the same epoch, a game similar to football
was played.

B) Rome: Harpastum
The civilisation of the Far East was brought over to the Middle East essentially
by the wars of Alexander the Great. It was the same for games. A game called Harpastum was played in Rome which seemed the origin of games which were played
in the Middle Ages in Italy, just like the Gioco del Calcio and what is called the
"soule" or the "choule" in France.

·
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In Harpastum, the field dimensions were quite reduced in comparison to the
future game of soule. But, in the first game as in the second, the object was to
bring the ball to its own end.
In Italy, Harpastum gave birth to Cioco del Calcio. The game was played by the
society's elite and even by the highest officials of the church. The Popes Clement
VII, Leon X and Urbain VII were in their time champions of Florentine football.
C) In France (Brittany, Normandy)
Harpastum, originating from the Roman civilisation, was transformed in to
SOULE or SCHOULE. As in Harpastum, the object of the game consisted in bringing the ball over to its end; but, the side was a much larger area; it could be the two
ends of a street, 2 churches from neighbouring villages, public places, etc.
The "choule" was played on Sunday afternoons after vespers. An interesting
detail, the great encounters of choules were fixed around Carnival time. The playing
of soule was especially popularised in Brittany and Normandy It was introduced
into England by the followers of William the Conqueror after the battle of Hastings
(16.10.1066).

D) England
If one believes Emile Souvestre, it would be the followers of William the Conq\leror who introduced the game into England after the battle of Hastings.
In England on 13th April, 1314, Edward II made the following decree: " As
there is a lot of noise due to the jostling around of the large balls, from which a lot
of accidents may occur - which Cod forbids - it is ordered and prohibited in the
King's name and with punishment by imprisonment that in future such games are
played in the City".
There was also the prohibition of 12th June, 1349, which requested that, on
feast days, bows and arrows and javelines should be used rather than playing stupid
games like football.
But it is in ] 823 that football was finally established in its future form, in distinguishing itself from rugby. There is an anecdote told about a student who took
the ball in his hands and threw it quickly into the opponent's goal. It was William
Ellis who started to lay down the different rules for the different games: football
and rugby.
Football therefore grew quickly in England. In 1863 the English Football
Association was foundcd.
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Outside Britain, the game was spread by sailors. soldiers, merchants, engineers
and even pliests. Denmark was the second country in Europe to have a national association. [n Italy, a Swiss optician formed one of the first clubs, and the Prince of
Savoy another.
In South America, the first club was formed in Argentina when two English
brothers placed an advertisement in a Buenos Aires newspaper asking for volunteers.
By 1884 soccer was on the curriculum of a Buenos Aires high school.
The first international match there was played between Argentina and Uruguay
in 1905, but the North Americans had beaten them to it as early as 1885 when the
USA played Canada.
India was the first of the Asian countries to adopt the game. A copy of the
Laws of the Game arrived there in 1883 with a Calcutta college professor, and by
1892 the first cup competition was being held.
Indeed, in some continents where the game has been slower to win international
recognition, soccer has existed for nearly a hundred years. The New South Wales
FA was formed in Australia in 1882, and the New Zealand FA was established nine
years later.
In Africa, the first of the National Associations was established in the country
of South Africa, but Egypt was first on the international scene. In 1924, only three
years after forming a national FA, they defeated Hungary 3 - 0 in the Olympic
Games in Paris.
While international matches had only been played between England and Scotland since 1872, and in the first years of the 20th century by other European nations, nevertheless a group met in Paris in 1904 to form the Federation Internationale de Football Association (FIFA). At this time, France had played its first international match only 20 days earlier, Spain and Denmark had never fielded an international team, and three of the seven nations represented did not have national
football associations! But FIFA grew from strength to strength, having 51 members in 1938, 73 in 1950 and now 146 countries are affiliated to FIFA, making it
the largest and most powerful sports body in the world.
The first Continental Confederation of Football Associations was CONMEBOL,
the South American Confederation which was set up to organise a Continental competition, the South American championships, in 1917. It was nearly half a cen tury
later when the demand arose elsewhere for Continental tournaments, that another
such confederation was established.

-4 -
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That was the Union of European FA's, formed in 1954 - the same year as
its Asian counterpart and two years before the African Football Confederation.
CO CACAF, the Central and North American and Caribbean body, was launched
in 1961, and the baby of world soccer - the Oceania Football Confederation is just 10 years old.
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Significant dates in the development of the Game
B.C.

References to games which were remote ancestors of football to be found
in Chinese and Japanese writing, and in Greece and Rome of the classical
period.

Middle Records of the game, in the British Isles, in Italy and in France
Ages
1314

Edict of King Edward III of England forbidding the game of Football because it interfered with archery.

1561

Richard Mulcaster, an English schoolmaster, mentions the game in a treatise
on the education of the young, influenced by the game of "calcio" in
Florence.

1580

Giovanni Bardi published a set of rules of the game of "calcio".

1680

Football in England wins royal patronage from King Charles 11.

1848

The first Cambridge Rules drawn up.

1863

The Football Association founded.

1877

The Associations in Great Britain formed to gain a uniform code.

1883

The four British Associations agree on a uniform Code and form the International Board.

1886

The Football Association makes a beginning in training match officials.

1888

The League system is inaugurated - professional footballers allowed.
Referee given extensive powers of control.

1899

The Football Association sends its first representative team abroad a German team visits England.

1904

FIFA established. Founded in Paris on 21st May 1904 by the following
Associations: France, Belgium, Denmark, The Netherlands, Spain, Sweden
and Switzerland.

1937
-38

The present Laws framed in new system of codification, but based on the
Laws previously in force.
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LESSON 1

Subject:

The FIFA, Federation lntemationale de Football Association
Statutes and Regulations

Introduction:

FIFA was founded in Paris in 1904 by the Associations of France,
Belgium, Denmark, The Netherlands, Spain, Sweden and·

Switzerland.
Its headquarters are based in Zurich since 1927.
Its President is Dr. lOaD Havelange, doctor at law, Brazil, elected
on II th June 1974 in Frankfurt; its General Secretary is

Dr. Helmut Kaser. lawyer, SWitzerland, in Zurich since 15t
January 1961.
Development:

The organisation of FIF A is described in the Statutes and Regula-

rions.
The ScatLltes form the legal base of this Federation, \vhich presently consists of 146 members and depicts its organisation, its
aims and the role of its different bodies.
The aims of FIFA are:
to promote the game of football;
to develop friendly relations between the National Associations and their players;
to control football by taking all the measures in order that the
statutes and regulations are respected;
to decide aU differences that may arise.
FIFA does not allow any discrimination against a country or an
individual for reasons of race, religion or politics.
Its members are the National Associations admitted by Congress.
which is FIFA's legislative body. It is held every two years.
The Executive Committee, with its standing committees, is the
executive body; the General Secretariat is the administrative
body.
The official language is English. English. French. Spanish. Gl!rman
and Russian arc the official languagcs of the Congress. If a dispute should arise concerning the sense of the translations. it is
the English text which is authoritative.

LESSON I

ADMINISTRAnON

On the plan of Finances, the income of FIF A comes from the

foUowing sources:
fixed subscriptions (presently SFr. 300.-- per annum);
variable membership fee in the form of a percentage on the
receipts of international matches A and tournaments;
shares on the profits realised at competitions directly organ-

ised by FIFA;
donations.

The competitions which are directly organised by FIF A are:
the World Cup, which takes place every four years, the Olympic
Football Tournament, which takes place at the time of the Olympic Games and the World Youth Tournament, new competition

created for the youth under 19 years and which takes place every
two years.

The FIFA Regulations deal with the particularities of the game
of football and consequences which arise, such as the qualification of players, the definition of matches, the prohibitions relat·
iog to the organisation and to the transfer of players and Laws of

the Game, which are decided by the International Football Association Board and published annually by FIFA. We shall speak
about this in another lesson.

Literature
and Material:

FIFA Statutes and Regulations, 1975 edition
Administrative organigramme of FIFA
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Subject:

LESSON 2

FIFA
Executive Committee
Standing Committees

Introduction:

The Executive Committee is the executive body of FIF A.
The Standing Committees are appointed by the Executive Committee to assist it in its work.

Development:

The FIFA Executive Committee consists of a President, ejght
vice-presidents and twelve members.
The President is elected by the Associations entitled to Yote at
the Congress.
The members of the Executive Committee (Vice-Presidents and
Members) who, at the time of their election, must be members of
their National Associations, shall be elected by Confederations as
follows:
a) Africa

Vice-President (I) members (2)

b) America (North and
Central and Carib bee)

Vice-President (I) members (2)

c) South America

Vice-President (I) members (2)

d) Asia

Vice-President (I) members (2)

e) Europe

Vice-Presidents (2) members (4)

f) 4 British Associations

Vice-President (1)* members (-)

g) USSR

Vice-President (1)* members (-)

The President and a Vice·President may 110t be from the same
National Association and two members of the same National Association may not be members of the Executive Committee.
The members of the Executive Committee are elected or nominated for a period of fouf years. Paid officials are not allowed to
serve on the Executive Committee.

*

nominated in accordance with the 1946 Congress decision
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The Executive Committee is responsible for the administration
of the Federation. It has the fullest powers in administration and
management. The Executive Committee shall meet at least once

a year, in addition to the meeting to be held at the time of
Congress.
The Executive Committee appoints the chairmen and the members of Committees. The General Secretary attends officially
each committee meeting.
The Executive Committee appoints the 4 delegates to the International F .A. Board and the General Secretary and, on his recommendation, approves the engagement of the permanent staff of
the Secretariat. Furthermore, the Executive Committee fixes the
venue and date of the Congress and the venue of the World Cup
and the World Youth Tournament.
An Emergency Cummittee of seven members is appointed by the
Executive Committee to deal with all matters requidng immediate decision between meetings of the Executive Committee. The
Committee shall include the President, the chairman of the Finance Committee and one member from each Confederation
chosen from the members of the Executive Committee. All decisions taken by the Emergency Committee shall be binding and be
ratified by the Executive Committee at its next meeting.
The Standing Committees
The FIF A Standing Committees are:
Finance Committee
Organising Committee for the FIFA World Cup
Amateur Committee
Referees' Committee
Players' Status Committee
Technical Committee
Medical Committee
Press and Publications Committee
Disciplinary Committee
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Development Programmes Committee
World Youth Tournament Committee
Moreover, the Executive Committee may appoint ad hoc committees such as, for example, the Committee for Legal Matters.
The function and competence of the Standing Committees are

described in Articles 22 to 31 of the FIFA Regulations.
Literature:

FIF A Statutes and Regulations, 1975 edition
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LESSON 3

Subject:

The General Secretary

Introduction:

The FIFA headquarters are based in Switzerland, more specifically in Zurich, Hitzigweg 11, since 1954. The general secretariat
is headed by the General Secretary (at present Dr. Helmut Kaser,
lawyer, of Switzerland).

Development:

(Article 32)
The General Secretary is the head of the General secretariat of
the "Federation Internationale de Football Association". He is
responsible for:

the keeping of the accounts;
the production of the Minutes of the meetings of the Executive Committee and of the Committees;
the correspondence of the Federation, as well as all the relations between the Federation, the National Associations, the
Confederations, the organisations and the Committees;
he is responsible to the Executive Committee for his administration and the appointment and work of the staff of the
Secretariat.
The General Secretary is appointed by the Executive Committee.
He attends officially each Committee meeting.
The General Secretary is consequently the virtual focus of the
m'1in organisation of world football. He is the link between the
members of the various Committees, the National Associations
and the Confederations.
Another important task is the preparation and the organisation
of the FIFA Congress which takes place every two years.
He watches over the smooth running of the current affairs and
enacts rules and regulations to the National Associations for all
administrative questions if! order to assure a good collaboration
between the Federation and its members.
He is consequently the head of the General Secretariat and its
staff. The organisations and Committees have the assistance of
the General Secretariat in carrying out their administrative,
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publicity or technical work.
The position of the General Secretary of the Federation is therefore a key position of vital importance to the smooth running of

the Federation. This applies also to the National Association,
bu t we shall have the opportunity to speak abou t this in another
lesson.
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Subject:

The Confederations
The Iuternational Football Association Board

Introduction:

a) The National Associations affiliated to FIFA, geographically
belonging to the same continent, may form Confederations,
groups or sub-groups recognised by FIFA.
b) The International Football Association Board is in a certain
way the protector of the Laws of the Game.

Development:

a) The following continental Confederations are, at the present
time, recognised by FIF A:
Africa (CAF)
America (North and Central and Caribbee) (CONCACAF)
South America (CONMEBOL)
Asia (AFC)
Europe (UEF A)
Oceania

The duties of the Confederations may be cited as follows:
(see Art. S2 ofthe FIFA Statutes)

The- most important task of the Confederations is to see that the
FIFA Statutes and Regulations are respected:
to sanction competitions fonned by clubs from more than
two National Associations in membership and to have the
regulations approved by FIFA:
to co-operate with FIFA in all matters relating to international and other competitions;
to nominate the Vice-Presidents and members to the Executive Committee of the Federation in conformity with Art. 18;
to appoint a Referees' Committee which will work in close
co-operation with the FIFA Referees' Committee;
to organise continental tournaments for the youth.
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b) The International Football Association Board
may be defined as a sort of protector of the Laws of the Game.
The International Board has the following objects:

- to watch over the correct interpretation of the Laws of
the Game;
- to promulgate the Laws of the Game;
- to make alterations to the Laws of the Game.
No alterations shall be made except by unanimous agreement
of all the members of the Board.
During the month after the meeting of the International
Board, FIFA will inform the National Associations of the
possible alterations to the Laws of the Game. These alterations must be applied by the Associations in the month immediately following the notification.
(see Lesson 2 "Refereeing")
Literature
and Material:

The Laws of the Game, 1976 English edition
FIFA Handbook, Rules of the International F.A. Board
(page 50)
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LESSON 5

Subject:

The Structure and Organisation
of the National Association
Departments and Committees

Development:

The following headings must be considered essential for a lecture
period on this subject. The list is not complete and may be altered.
1. Structure of - a National Association
regional associations
or sub-associations

(see organigrammes I, II, Ill)
2. GeneraL Organisation

Personnel

- on an honorary basis (President, etc.)
- part-time personnel (coaches, press)
- full-time personnel (General Secretary,
secretaries, etc.)

Committees - (on an honorary basis)
- sports or players' committee
- press committee
- finance committee
- referees' committee
- disciplinary committee
- you th committee
Departments - Dept. 1: Central administration and personnel,
Finance
- Dept. 2: Legal department
- Dept. 3: Technical department (I, II)
sport and league organisation
- Dept. 4: Youth and Junior Sport
- Dept. S: Press and PR

(see organigrammes 1, II, Ill)
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Subject:

LESSONS 6 - 8

Main Activities of Departments

Department I (Administration and Finance)
General Administration
Personnel
Preparations of meetings of committees
International correspondence
International competitions
Budget
Book-keeping, salaries

Taxation, etc.
Department II (Legal Department)
- Judicial problems
- Legal cases

Department fII (Technical Department)
National team, amateurs, professionals
National leagues a) professional
b) amateurs
Status of players
Playing - Licensing
Suspensions, expulsions
National Cup, tournament - organisation
Referees
Technical problems
Coaches
Training courses

Department fV (Youth and Junior Sport)
National team - juniors
youth
Leagues
School-football
Registration of players
Licensing
Suspensions
Referees
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- Coaches
- Training courses

Department V (Press and PR Department)
National press information
(weekly, monthly)
International press information
(monthly, quarterly)
TV and radio-contact
Publications and bulletins
Merchandising and Advertising
Press Accreditation
Modern Management Principles and Means
of Inter-Communication
between:
Members of executive board
Standing committees
Regional organisations
Interdepartmental
How to run and equip a modern office organisation

ADMINTSTRAnON
Subjects:

LESSON 9

A) Finance
B) Legal Problems
A) Finance
Establishment of a budget
- overall budget
- detailed budget

Receipts from:
subscriptions - clubs

. associations
levies

pennits, licences, entry fees
Radio and TV contracts

international matches
donations

sponsors
government subsidies
Expenditures for:

personnel
full-time personnel
travel ex penses
office expenses
subscriptions to - FIFA
. Confederation
teaching courses, etc.
international matches

Problems:
financing of associ a tion~
supervision of payments due

sponsorship contracts with firms
TV contracts
Publicity in sports Qerseys. stadia)
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B) Legal Problems

Legal situation
civil (private) law
sports regulations, association rules
status of committee for legal matters
relationship between civil laws and association rules

Legal pro.blems ofgeneral interest
foundation of a club
status of clubs
contracts with players
sponsorship contracts
transfer matters a) national
b) international
labour contracts with coaches
(for work or for hire of services)
a) national
b) international
insurance
a) at association level
b) casualty insurance
personnel accident insurance
c) life insurance
d) invalidity insurance
e) health insurance
(sickness and disablement insurance)

General problems of sport tribunals
(depending on the national legislation)
First stage of appeal
Checking of decisions of the executive board
Exclusion of clubs or members
Club bans, transfer into another match category,
deduction of points, loss of amateur status
Refusal of membership applications
Violation of - amateur status
. professional status
Protest against right to play
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Definition of Statutes and Regulations
Decision about the reconsideration of a case
Infringements by members of - the executive board
honorary members
committees

Second siage ofappeal
-

All appeals as in first stage of appeal, but the verdicts
given therein

Third siage ofappeal
All actions of appeal concerning verdicts resulting from
first or second stage of appeal
ultimate decision

Arbitration court of the association
Pardon/Grace by the top executive body or by the legislative
body (Congress, General Assembly, Assembly of Delegates)
or special association board of appeal.
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Subject:

Administrative questions and collaboration with FIFA

Introduction:

The recapitulation hereafter consists of a memorandum to facilitate the work of the general secretaries of the National Associations. It contains the most important main headings and articles
of the FIF A Statutes and Regulations.

Development:

1. The principle of direct contact between FIF A and the
National Associations
Art. 1, 6, 32 Statutes

2.
2.1.

Routine communications with FIFA
International Matches A and representative Matches
Art. 405 , Statutes, Art. 3. 6 Regulotions

2.1.1. Before a ma tch
Art. 40 5 Statutes, Art. 6 1 Regulations

2.1.1. After a match
An 6 3 Regulations

14 days: yellow form by secretary
60 days: pink form and percentage for A matches only
and tournaments
Art. 373 Statutes

2.2.

International competitions between national or
representative teams
Art. 39, 40 Statutes

2.3.

International competitions with participation of club
teams andlor league teams
Art. 403 Statutes

2.4.

Matches of representative teams of Confederations (selected teams, champion teams, etc.) versus representative
teams or club teams of another continental Confederation
Art. 40 4 Statutes

2.5.

Proposals and questions to be submitted to Congress 4
months before the Congress month
An /"2 Statutes
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2.6.
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Candidates for presidency
2 months before the opening date of the Congress
An. /2 Statutes

2.7.

FIFA List of International Referees' 15th July
Alterations and supplements 1st January
Art. 20 Regulations "Note"

2.8.

Referee's report forms (blue)
- to be submitted to the referee by his National Association when he is appointed
Art. 20 Regulations

- to be sent to FIFA within 48 hours by the referee
(no exceptions)
Art. 20 ReKUlorions

2.9.

Transfer certificate for all international transfers, copy
to FIFA (see 3 below)

3.

Players changing their National Association

3.1.

General rule
Special cases

3.2.

Art. J 2 Regulations
Art. 13, /5 Regulations

No letter of clearance containing conditions

(but "separate agreements")
Art. J2 6 Regulations

3.3.
3.4.

No "payment for clearance" between National Associations
Special provisions for amateurs
Art. 13,16 Regulations

3.5.

Special provisions for professionals or non amateur players
Art. 14, 16.17 Regulalionr

Remark: The articles 12 - 15 do not apply to the relations
between the four British Associations.

Literature

*

Regulations for the inclusion of International Referees in the
FIFA List
FIFA Handbook 1975/76, page 72
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Subject:

Organisation of an International Match
A) Definition of Matches

Introduction:

FIF A recognises several kinds of matches. It is therefore neees·
sary to make an exact differentiation. The definitions afe men·
tioned in Article 3 of the FI FA Regulations.

Development:

International Match A
An international football match A officially recognised by the
Federation and subject to the provisions of Art. 37 of the Stat·
utes shall be a match arranged between two National Associations
who afe members of the Federation and in which the home coun·
try fields its first national representative team.
International Match B
An international football match B officially recognised by the
Federation shall be a match arranged between two National Asso-

ciations who are members of the Federation and in which the
home country fields another team than its first national representative team.
The National Association must give notice of international
matchcs A and B to the Federation within 14 days of being arranged, and such notification must reach the Federation at least
48 hours before the date of the match.
Unofficial International Matches
An international match between two affiliated National Associations shall not be officially recorded as such if, prior to the date
of the match, one of the Associations has expressed a wish to this
effect to both the Federation and the other Association concerned.
However, the levy due to the Federation under Art. 37 of the
Statutes shaH nevertheless be due in respect of such a match.
In all international matches, the referee selected must belong to a
neutral country, except when the two Natjonal Associations concerned have reached a mutual agreement previously.
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Inter-League Matches
An inter-league match is a match played between two Leagues,
and although the Leagues may belong to different National Associations the match shall not be recognised as an international
match. These matches between teams of different National Associations must not be played without the express permission of
the National Associations concerned. Each League must observe
the Statutes and Regulations of its own National Association.
Inter-Club Matches
An inter-club match is a match played between two clubs, and
although the clubs concerned may belong to different National
Associations such a match shall not be recognised as an international match. These matches must not be played without the express permission of the National Associations concerned.
The National Associations must include in their Regulations a
time limit within which clubs must make their applications for
permission and lay down the penalties for infringements.
Subject:

B) Organisation and Aspects of Security
A) Organisation ofan International Match
- Follow up the organigramme of a stadium organisation·
- Point out main aspects of organisation and intercommunication of different services
B) Aspects of Security

- Personal security:

- Local security:

- Spectators' area:

players, coaches
referees
VIP
players' area
Press area
VIP area
competition area (playing-pitch)
seating area
standing area
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Stadium environment:

fences
main gate
ticket control
parking area - VIP

- spectators
Problem of vandalism in standing areas

Problem of personal body guards for VIPs in sold-out stadia
Right of way of: - - teams
- VIPs
Importance of loud-speaker information
Psychological aspects of announcements
Coordination between police and private security
in case of:
- vandalism
catastrophe
Availability of:
security guard
Red Cross
assistant staff
technical personnel

Enclosures: Organigrammes for Stadium Organisation
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Subject:

Organisation of Training Courses

Development:

Pklnning Stage
Training course for what groups (target groups)
coaches
players (professional, amateur, junior)
administrators, officials
referees
doctors, medical staff

What sort of course
- theory, practice, with/without examinations
. budgeting of course concerned

Preparation (1st phase)
Choice of course director
Fixing of date and duration
Establishment of teaching programme and material
Lay-out of teaching plan
Choice of instructors - national
- international

Decision on teaching plan with the instructors
(adjustment of subjects taught) according to target group
beginners
advanced
further education
teaching course without examination
teaching course with examination (achievement of a goal)
Teaching course with examination
examination board
establishment of subject to be examined
and questions - written
- oral
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Preparation (2nd phase)
Choice of place
sports' school
national sports centre
sport facilities
hotels
- central location
Decision on participants

choice
application

Invitation

Choice of equipment and material for the course
Sport equipment
Teaching rna terial
. films
- books
Technical teaching aids, magnetic boards
Installations for interpreters
Organisation of transport
Arrival, departure
- during the course
- boarding and lodging

Information of the Press
Entertainment

Preparation (3rd phase)
Running of the course
Organisation of round table discussions with participants,
teaching staff, Press
Establislunent of teaching material
Conclusions and analysis
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Subject:

LESSON 13

Organisation of Congresses or Meetings
Planning phase

-

What kind of Congress:

- national level
- international level
- public / non-public

-

Kind of participants:

. experts
- non-experts
- mixed groups

Number of participants, languages spoken
(same questions refer to meetings)

Planning stage 1 (check of basis)
Budget, estimated costs
Place of convention

- income
- sponsors
- central place
. transportation
- possibilities for Congress
- hotels
- entertainment

Planning stage 2 (execution and realisation)
List of participants
Accommodation

.

Preparation of Congress

- mailing of invitations
- hotels
- reservatfons
- prices
- with breakfast
- semi-board
- programme
- rooms, halls
- interpreting facilities
- decoration of rooms
- secretariat, equipment
- interpreters
- hostesses
- documentation
- participants' identification
(card, pins)
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Transport and hotel
organisa tion

Press facilities

Entertainment

Pl~n"ing stage

· reception desk
· shuttle·bus/car-service
- distribution of rooms
- accreditation of participants
- press offices, telephones, telexes
- accreditation of press
· press information
· press conference - beginning
- end
- press reception
- official opening party
- excursions
- cocktails and receptions

3 (running of the congress or meeting)

Budget
Documentation

- financial guarantee for aU
dispositions planned
- preparation of a congress report
- documentation
- mailing of printed matter
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Subject:

Information

Introduction:

Nowadays information plays a very important role. It is one of
the most important factors in human relations, one of the basic
principles of sport. The National Associations should therefore
pay particular attention to it.

Development:

It has been known for a long time now that sport is no longer
just a game. It affects all the activities of a country, beginning
with the social and cultural aspects, but entering also into the
economic and political aspects. The increasing popularity of sport
and particularly of football, its very wide acceptance by young
people and the representatives of the mass media - press, radio
and television - offers a national football association a particularly promising stepping stone for information.
For information to be valuable, it should be regular, continuous
and controlled.
First of all the aim should be fixed, the means available studied
and the channels for spreading this informatifm should be chosen.
The aim of a national football association, in the field of information, is easy to describe:
it is to make itself known;
to make kn0'Yn its sport;
to create in the public opinion an echo or a favourable basis
for the acceptance of its work.
The means available fall into two categories:

I. Technical means (publications, press articles, press conferences,
material and publicity).

2. Human means
Football expresses itself best in this field by the simple fact
that it presents its game in a very positive manner, by playing
attractive football in the best sporting spirit.
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The different

cham~els for

spreading this information are:

The mass media. i.e. press, radio and television;
The institutions, such as schools, government offices;
The other partners. i. e.
FIFA, the Confederations, the other sports national associations, the National Olympic Committee, etc.
The source of information should be continuol/s, regular and especially directed towards the purpose of attaining the fixed goal.

It is also important to insist on the value of human relations
between the principal leaders of national football with the official authorities mentioned above. These personal contacts, which
must also be regular and continuous, will allow football to create,
or if this is already done, to establish its place in the sports organisations of a country.
Its goal will be attained, as soon as public opinion has reacted
favourably to all activities of the football association.
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Subject:

External relations

Introduction:

Every national football association shall have, through its activity,
external relations and will seek to establish others.

Development:

The external relations of a National Association shall be established principally with the sports organisation. Moreover, the
National Association shall also cultivate relations between the
different sports authorities in its country. To sum up, we would
like to cite the following possible partners:
a) FIFA
b) Continental Confederation
Relations between these two organisations are laid down in
the Statutes and Regulations of the two bodies concerned.
cJ Other football associations (the big football family)
d) The top sports organisation, which may be a ministry, an office, a federation or a union combining all the sports associations of the country.
e) The Ministry of Education, of Youth, of Sport or any other
competent authority in the education of the youth of the
country, notwithstanding the remarks made under point d).
f) The sports schools and institutes of physical education of the
country itself.
g) The National Olympic Committee
This contact in football, which is one of the principal olympic
sports, is of particular importance, not only because an olympic football tournament is organised every 4 years, but because
the Olympics have become a movement characteristic of our
time.
h) The other national sports organisations
i) The representatives of the mass media (radio, television, press)
This aspect was discussed in Lesson 14.
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Practical Work
1) Organisation of a Tournament
Organisation of a Cup Competition

Organisation of a Championship
- Match Schedule
- Referees
- Disciplinary Committee

- Stage of Appeal (court of arbitration)
- etc.

2) Practical Organisation of a Secretariat
- National Association Level

- Regional Association Level
- Club Level
3) Telex and Telegramme (wording)
4) Job Description for:

- Club Secretary
- National Association Secretary
- etc.
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LESSON I

THEORY
Subject:

General Introduction into the Theories of

Football Training and Coaching
Development:

see enclosure: Training - Principal Scheme
The development of the football game demands adequate
coaching.

Significance of motivation for EXERCISING and TRAINING
process.
Conditioning - Techniques - Tactics
extending space of action

no fixed functional play
defenders are attacking, strikers are defending
extension of functional ability
packed defence, pressurising

very hard man to man combatting
higher demand of technical skills
overcoming of mental and psychological challenging
minority in attack

training targets must be attractive, also achievable
learning process step by step
failures should be corrected by repeating the same
action until success
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PRACTICE

Subject:

Conditioning Training . 2 a group

Development:

Various technical and tactical forms of training:
warming up

gymnastics (suppleness/agility)
speed
speed/endurance (stamina)
individual
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LESSON 3

THEORY (COMMON INSTRUCTION)
Subject:

The Game
The Team
Coaching

Development:

The Game
football performance and its developments
(will-power, detennination, motivation)
corresponding methods of training and coaching
The Team
the characteristic traits of a football team
- psychological and social aspects
Coaching

Guiding individual player and team to optimum of performance
lnfonnation of the training targets
Targets must be achievable
Creating interest and attention
Stimulating will-power, determination, responsibility, self
confidence
Trust, reliability, interaction and coherent manoeuvring in attack
and defence
Conditioning training
Coaching technical and tactical skills
Match - Training - Match
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PRACTICE
Subject:
Development:

Conditioning Training - 5 a group

set up of the group according to functional team interest
(i.e., schemer, two strikers, two defenders)
warming up, interpassing and interchanging, ground and
high balls, one touch
interchanging of position, every pass will be returned to
schemer; modifying service, the returns directly - heading,
volleying
with the return pass to schemer the remaining 4 players do
3 push-ups and jump for heading
with each return pass the 4 players are dashing into the open
space for about 20 yards
schemer starts playing wall passes using each of the 4 players
as a wall. The next player does the same, etc.
one against two between two target players (resting)
two against two plus one (various technical and tactical key
points)
two against three (limited space) different learning targets
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LESSON 5

THEORY
Subject:

Particularities of Conditioning Training in Football

Development:

Definition:
The physical state achieved as a result of training efforts geared
to suit competitive requirement. it is the physical prerequisite to
insure that all competitive demands can be met. The kind of
training is governed by the requirements specific to competition
and by the character of the player as a particular performance
type. The effectiveness of conditioning must express itself in any
case in an improved game with the ball and in improved behaviour
during competition itself.
The abundant range of possibilities of movements have laws of
their own:

no constantly recurring series of movements
each movement is part of behaviour governed by a given
situation
the ball should be at the centre during fitness training
the interpretation of speed, short and long time endurance and
strength must determine the execution of conditioning
trajning
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LESSON 6

THEORY
Subject:

Methodical Approach of Teaching
Technical Skills

Development:

Definition

Technique means the skill of being able to control the ball
even during the lightest situation. in order to keep the ball
in possession with the object of getting it into the opposing

net.
Technique can only be built up under stress situations
simulating competition as much as possible
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PRACTICE
Subject:

Techniques

Development:

Passing and interpassing

short range combinations within modified games with one
or two goals
passing with the inside and the outside of the foot
Sail control
-

various forms
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PRACTICE

Subject:
Development:

Techniques

various types of kicking
(with instep, inside instep, outside instep)
how to centre
long distance combinations
accurate long range kicks with the application of the instep

TECHNIQUE AND TACTICS

LESSON 9

THEORY
Subject:

Youth Training

Development:

Youth training considering age, physical and psychological
development
The "special features" of training youngsters are governed by the
different suitability and ability characteristics of the youngsters
at individual age and development stages:
I. The highest possible load imposition with regard to the individual level of development. The game provides an optimal but
"compatible" load at one and the same time.

2. No overall judgment of the performance capacity and performance behaviour with specific reference to the phase of development. In each phase we find pronounced differentiation,
which calls for a methodical adjustment to the constitutional
differences. The game provides the challenge to each player to
strive for success using the means at his disposal.
3. Guidance to the highest performance capacity via a system of
competition with a balanced performance standard and competition-orientated training load. Each boy needs an environment commensurate with his capabilities - without being over
or understretched. Supervision by the trainer and the sports
doctor.
4. Match and competition-orientated exercise and training forms
correspond to the expectations of the youngsters, encourage
them, as they are geared to competition, in a diversity of
ways, arouse pleasure and interest for this very reason and
lead to teaching success more rapidly. Steer clear of stereotyped, constructed forms of exercise, not directed at a youngster's interest.

TECHNIQUE AND TACTICS
THEORY
Subject:

General Tactics

Development:

Principles of the game
the ball possession
the team in attack
width
penetration
mobility
improvisation
the team in defence
chasing and pressurising
delay
balance
concentration (organisation)
control
the depth

LESSON 10

TECHNIQUE AND TACTICS
PRACTICE

Subject:
Development:

Techniques
Dribbling
various forms
Improvisation
feinting
tricks

LESSON II

TECHNIQUE AND TACTICS
PRACTICE

Subject:

Techniques

Development:

Heading
shooting practice

corner kicks
converting centres

heading of high passes
clearing centres and high balls

LESSON 12

TECHNIQUE AND TACTICS

LESSON 13

THEORY

Subjeci:

Observation Criteria

Development:

Playing system of a team

- attack
. defence

Organisation of defence
marking (with/ without sweeper)
area coverage

off-side trap
defence in mid-field
defence by attackers
defence during a comer-kick
defence during a free-kick
switch from defending to attacking

Organisation of attack
creative players (behaviour)
other mid-field players (behaViour)
spearhead attackers
counter-attacking defenders
ways and rhythm of play
playing on the wings
kick-off
corner-kick
free-kick

Assessment of each player in his special position

TECHNIQUE AND TACTICS

LESSON 14

PRACTICE
Subject:

Individual Functional Training

Development:

The Goalkeeper

*

.

his personality
qualifications

-

traits

Demonstration
tactic
technique
condition

*

or:

the full-back, the centre-half, the sweeper (Iibero or
space marking defender), the mid-field players (the
schemers, defensive and offensive mid-field players),
the strikers (centre-forward, winger)
(all in defence and attack)

TECHNIQUE AND TACTICS

LESSON 15

THEORY
Subject:

A) Team Management
B) How to prepare a match
A) Team Management
The coach's responsibility immediately before, during and after
the match.
B) How to prepare a match

Theory:

motivation of the team

comparing standard of performance and reputation of the opposing team with own team
infonnation of the players on their particular roles
and functional play, regarding the strength of the
opposing team

Practice:

rehearsal of all key factors of performance in the

last training session

TECHNIQUE AND TACTICS

LESSON 16

THEORY
Subject:
Development:

Methodical
Advice:

Individual Tactics
positional and functional aspects
how to teach tactical behaviour
the commandments of individual tactics
put the players into a competitive
environment

TECHNIQUE AND TACTICS
PRACTICE

Subject:

Individual Functional Training
Defenders / Strikers

LESSON 17

TECHNIQUE AND TACTICS

LESSON 18

THEORY (COMMON INSTRUCTION)

Subject:

Co-operation . Coach and Management
Player and team performance will be the target of management

coach has liaison function, must be respected by the
players (personality)
must successfully guide, i.e. influence players
efficiency of management depends on trust, mutual understanding of the various personalities in the management
administrative management should be able to assess the
work of the coach in a fair way

TECHNIQUE AND TACTICS

LESSON 19

PRACTICE
Subject:
Development:

Attack against Defence . Set Play
Demonstration and practice of:

set play's kicks: free kick, direct and indirect, such as
kick-off, goal-kick, corners, penalty
throw-in

drop-ball
Methodical
Advice:

Organise topic of playing attack against defence in 2 directions
(possibility of launching counter-attacks in co-operation with
the strikers against defence in opposite direction)

TECHNIQUE AND TACTICS

LESSON 20

THEORY (COMMON INSTRUCTION)
Subject:

Periodic Planning of Coaching
day

week
month
season
year

Determined targets in a daily session and various targets which
should be achieved over a longer period of time, regarding not
only conditioning, but also all other technical and tactical key
factors of perfonnance.

TECHNIQUE AND TACTICS

LESSON 21

PRACTICE

Subject:

Training session - Conditioning fTechniques

(by Participants)
Development:

TECHNIQUE AND TACTICS
THEORY
Subject:

Development:

Match Analysis
(by Participants)
Critique
how to criticize

assessing and judging performance
criteria for match observation

LESSON 22

TECHNIQUE AND TACTICS
THEORY

Subject:

Development:

Summary
(by Participants)
Conditioning
Techniques - Tactics

Team Management

LESSON 23

TECHNIQUE AND TACTICS
PRACTICE

Subject:

Development:

Tactical Tl"'dining Session
(by Participants)

LESSON 24

SPORTS MEDICINE
Perfonnance tests
Prof G. Schonholzer, Muri (Switzerland)
The perfonnance of a football player is the combined result of a very complicated physical and psychological process. In the end, it can only be judged by
watching football being played.
In the case of failure, a teacher often faces the problem of deciding which component of this process was neglected or which part has to be improved to achieve
individually an optimum perfonnance. This situation in sport repeatedly creates the
desire to test or measure these particular components. This often results in measurements with little significance which cannot be accepted as valid test results, since
they lack a statistical basis.
In the control of training, a test is always only a remedy and never an end in
itself. Here the doctor can only assist in certain ways, but as a biologist should none·
theless have an overall idea, in order to be able to advise the coach accordingly.
Performance = performance capacity (above all somatic qualities)

+ preparedness to perfonn (above all psychological qualities,
motivation, will, disposition, etc.)
The questions of the preparedness to perform of the individual, as well as of
the team, is a matter for sports psychology and will not be continued in this parti·
cular lecture.

Basic components ofperformance capacity are:
suppleness
muscular strength
anaerobic and aerobic capacity (metabolism)
psycho- and sensa-motor qualities (rapidity of muscular contraction, coordination, reaction, skill, technique, elasticity)

Basically, it would be desirable if all these components could be measured or at
least be assessed to achieve an overall view ofan individual's performance capacity.
However, this is only possible and important to a varying degree, depending upon
one's viewpoint (football as youth sport, as fitness training, or as competitive sport).
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The following has to be stated clearly:
Each component of performance capacity can be measured more or less accurately, assessed or only judged subjectively. We can only speak about a test:
if a defined parameter can be measured with the appropriate methods
and
if we have at OUf disposal the standards (obtained by examination of a great
number of individuals according to age, sex, race, etc.), as well as the appropriate statistical evaluation basis for the particular test methods.
(extensive documentation see: Larson, Larson and Michelman)
Suppleness
Suppleness depends on the condition of the joints and ligaments and of the
tonus and elasticity of the muscles. This can be evaluated - even during normal
training - by various comparative measurements. A better evaluation can be
achieved by making use of a standardised and consistent method, taking into consideration that the degree of suppleness assessed by a simple test, even if this test is in
no way comprehensive, certainly correlates to the suppleness on the whole, but of
course only if no abnormal circumstances prevail (injuries, stiffening, etc.)
1.

Example: Evaluation of the ability to bend the torso forward (spine) according
to picture J

a) sloping seat
b) vertical footboard
c) folding kneeboard
d) rails on which runs a
e) slide fixed with rubber straps which allows a measurement of -25 to +25 em.

p;cture 2 measurement
The research done on 12;883 men and 5,369 women showed the following
nonnal standard: picture 3 (according to Howald et al.)
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2.

Muscular strength

Here also quite a number of muscles or muscle groups can be evaluated (Dynanometry), either by judging maximum strength or local anaerobic capacity ("hold-

ing power"). The correlation between the strength of single muscle groups, and the
total strength - under normal circumstances - is quite good, i.e. between a dynamometric measurement of various muscle groups and a simple dynamometry of the
hand.
Example of a simple evaluation:

a) hanging on a horizontal bar, as illustrated by picture 4. Duration is measured by touching an electric contact with the head. (Can also be done with a
simple stop-watch.)

The evaluation of 16,714 men and women showed the following difference
according to age and sex: picture 5.
This test measures the "holding time" (local anaerobic power of the relevant
muscles). The result will only correspond to the measurement of tlJ.e strength of the
shoulder girdle by dynamometry if the body weight is normal (according Howald et
al.)

b) as mentioned previously, the simple measurement of the hand's strength
with a dynamometer has also a certain comparative and indicative value.
Even simpler and easier to carry out, would be the assessment of the adductor's strength by using a simple spring-balance (picture 6)
Since comparative material on this subject is very rare, such methods can be
helpful especially for comparative assessments of one person.
3.

Anaerobic and aerobic capacity (stamina and endurance)
Metabolic properties, particularity the aerobic capacity, can be measured exact-

ly (maximum oxygen intake (V02 max.), maximum steady state, maximum oxygen-pulse, heart capacity, lactic acid in the blood, blood-pH). This requires the ex-

tensive use of spiroergometric and chernicallaboratories.
The very important aerobic capacity can easily be determined as follows:
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a) indirect determination of the aerobic capacity according to ASlrand. Well
known, standardised work-load (ergometer, steps, treadmill). Pulse rate
during steady state (after working five minutes, pulse rate constant). Nomographic determination of the maximum oxygen intake according to the nomogram by 1strand and Rhyming (picture 7).
b) Determination of the working capacity 170. Work-load as under a) two pulse rates at two different work loads, measured by monitor or ECG as under
a). Interpretation according toSj6strand by interpolation at a pulse rate of
170 (picture 8).
Calculation per kg body weight.
Result: working capacity according Sjdstrand (AK 170)
(I.e.: AK170 = 3.2 Watt/kg)
The work load for a) and b) can also be tested by climbing steps. Condition:
known height of steps (max. 50 em), known stepping frequency (metronome),
known body weight.

Performance will then be: P = H x W x S

H = Height of steps
W = Weight in kg
S = Stepping frequency/sec
P = Performance in mkp x sec- 1
(resp. Watt
(I Watt = 9.81 mkp x sec -1)

When comparing ergometer and step tests make sure that the energy output of
descending (1/5 - 1/7 of the ascending output) is to be taken into consideration.
(Documentation see Kaltenbach; Howald et al. 2)
c) The most suitable test of the aerobic capacity, possible at any time or place, is the Cooper-Test (12 minute-run). The distance covered in 12 minutes
on flat ground -or on the track (free style) is measured. Evaluation according
to the following table:
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Remarks concerning the interpretation of methods a), b), and c):
The correlation between V02 max (aerobic capacity), measured by spiroergometry, and the AK170 (ergometer of step-test) is very close. Also the correlation
between V02 max and the running times in the Cooper-Test is quite sufficient for
broad practical use. If we need more detailed information, i.e. in high competition,
sport or scientifically, where the individual value is most important, spiroergornetry
has to be carried out in the laboratory.
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d) the test of anaerobic capacity (stamina) is also relatively difficult in a laboratory (lactic acid in the blood, blood-pH, respiratory quotient, etc.). In
practice, we simply can measure the time taken for a 300 or 400 m sprint.
Since the time taken varies greatly from one individual to another, an analysis of the training influences on the individual especially is possible.

4.

Psychomotor and Sensorimotor Qualities

These are all characteristics depending on the central nervous system which are
very important for the football player (velocity of muscle contraction, reaction,
explosive strength, coordination, technique, skill). On the other hand, they can
hardly be measured. In practice, further scientific research would be important, only visual observation of the player, however, is possible. It is very important therefore, that the trainer possesses the intuition and knowledge to do this. There are
undoubtedly quite numerous opportunities during training or during a game, which
can eventually also be standardised, such as measuring the jumping capacity at a
wall, some skill tests with the ball and others.
From a biological point of view, it is important to state that all movements
can be learned and trained, can be improved but have the tendency to become
habitual; often, it is far easier to learn new movements than to correct old, habitual
ones.
As a summary, we can say that certain simple, practical, and yet seriously evaluated tests can be very useful for the footballer or his coach, above all when he does
not want to lose the main aim of achieving overall fitness. They are:
testing of the general suppleness by simple familiar methods,
similar testing of the muscular strength,
testing of the aerobic capacity by an indirect test or the Cooper-Test,
testing of motoricity according to his experience and intuition, if necessary
with standardised technical exercises.
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The Doctor's Role in The Stadia
The doctor plays a double role:
He administers first-aid to any person injured on the field of play, dependant

on the F.A. (players, referees).
He renders assistance to any person within the stadium who needs urgent
medical or surgical aid.

I. The doclor's role on the ground
The doctor administers first-aid to injured persons, dresses a fracture and possibly arranges for transport of the patient to a hospital.

It is important to recall that, besides this primordial role, the doctor can only
advise a player to stop or resume playing. Thus, his efficiency depends on his personality only.
Together with the coaches and the reserve players, the doctor shares one of the
benches or seats on the sideline. He can only enter the field after an interruption of

game by the referee's whistle.
In several stadia, trainers, players, doctors and masseurs have their own seats
within the stands and are only authorised to enter the ground on the referee's call
or with the permission of the officials delegated to the game.

II. Needs as 10 medical slaff
Medical protection in a stadium cannot be improvised. The needs as to the med·
ical staff and material must be defined.

This depends, of course,

011

the capacity of the stadia.

For an average figure of 10,000 spectators requirements are:
- a doctor

- fouf stretcher-bearers
- one ambulance and ambulance-men
In case of a lower figure, only a doctor and an ambulance with ambulance-men
are required. If the figure is higher, the requirements will have to be double or four-

fold.
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Medical Check-up Of Referees
The referee must have some visual capabilities that are clearly defined in the conditions set at the first medical check-up. They can seem to be severe, but they are
justified on account of the importance of a good eyesight for the referee as to his
functions as such.

the keenness of sight must correspond to 7/ I0 at least without any correction
and this for both eyes
colour vision must be satisfying and enable a quick identification of the various
shades

the visual range must be normal
binocular vision that conditions the sense of depth must be satisfying
photomotory reflexes that protect from extended dazzle must be normal
At the check-up, visual function is also tested. This enables to realise all failures due
to some illness in connection with the person's age.
It is important that the referee should always be in best physical shape, in order
to follow the various movements in a game without any difficulty. This means that
qualities such as: endurance, resistance, quick starting must be specially developed.
They have to be maint<lined by proper physical training that can be devised according to the training suggested for the player. (see Certificate of Physical Fitness International Referees, FIFA, Edition 1974)
Some rules in relation with hygiene and some precautions must be observed on
the evening before and on the morning of the game, in order to keep full physical
and sensorial efficiency:
normal sleep in the night preceding the game is necessary
tobacco consumption must be reduced in the 24 hours preceding the game, for
this can alter physical fitness and diminish the quickness of visual functions
the referee must stick to the appropriate time as to meals, taking into account
the time of the game and allowing an easy digestion (gravy, tripe, feculents are
to be avoided, as well as excessive consumption of alcohol)
light "warming up" before entering the field
if the game is played by night, the referee should take some time to get accustomed to artificial light before kick-off.
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Medical Check-up of Referees
These rules of hygiene ought to be followed with even greater strictness as the
referee gets older.
The referee must maintain his physical fitness in the interval between playtime,
in order that he may easily resume refereeing at the first games of the new season.
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Problems in intensive athletics at medium altitudes
by Prof Dr. G. Schonholzer (Switzerland)
Football is a team sport, and it does not have to be especially emphasized that
the result of a game depends to a very great extent on whether the II players really
constitute a team. On the other hand, the performance of a football team is also
based on the physical and mental quality of the individual players. This, again, is
made up, as in all other types of athletics, of different components, muscular
strength, continuous endurance (aerobic capacity), resistance (anaerobic capacity)
and the central-nervous and nervous capacities (adroitness, co-ordination, reaction).
Strength, on which speen is also dependent to a great extent, is an effect of muscular action. The extent of continuous endurance, i.e., the capacity to keep up a highlevel performance over a long period of time in the steady state is largely bound up
with the capacity of the heart-circulatory-respiratory system. Resistance, i.e., the
capacity to maintain a maximum performance in the state of maximal oxygen debt
for as long as possible, is dependent on biochemical circumstances in the body and
in the blood. The central nervous system is responsible for movements, co-ordination and reaction.
All these performance components are influenced by external circumstances,
the question arising as to how and to what extent this is the case actually with the
carrying out of athletic peak performances in Mexico City, i.e., at an altitude of
2,300 meters above sea level. Although a number of special questions arise, it seems
to me essential for the football specialists that he be familiar, in a general way, with
the principles obtaining at the present time. For this reason, it may be of interest to
give a brief summary of the findings established during the last two years in various
symposia, conferences and expeditions. It has to do with the 6th Symposium
"Sport at medium high altitudes" Magglingen, De,ember 1965, the Symposium
"Exercise and altitude", Albuquerque, New Mexico, USA, March 1966, the Sym,
posium "Exercise at altitude" in Milan and St-Vincent, October 1966, the scientific
meeting of the Societe medicale franyaise d'Education physique et de sport, Paris,
December 1966, and several expeditions to Mexico City by the British, the French,
the Italians and the Swiss.
From the results available there can be derived a fairly large number of principles, although it has to be stressed that the interpretation of the findings for the
different kinds of sport~ must be made on the basis of knowledge and experience
and also in part on the b2.sis of common sense. The reading of a summary report,
moreover, by no means relieves the responsible person involved of the duty of
familiarizing himself with original findings and specialist literature.
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Otherwise, he runs the risk of making mistakes owing to inadmissible simplifications and schematic fannulas. Popular notions and press reports no longer suffice as
working basis for trainers, coaches and other responsible persons.
Let the reader also consider that at the present time many things - positive and
negative ones - are scientifically verified, but that other questions are still undecided and that in 1968 - the year of the great Olympic experiment - there will still be
gaps in our knowledge.
The basic problems
In Mexico City, at an altitude of 2,300 meters above sea level, the following
factors have an effect on the organism:
- altitude, and connected with it, the reduced atmospheric pressure (by around
25 %) and the lowering of the oxygen pressure and the air density by the same
amounts.
- climatic factors, in the first instance, reduced humidity.
- time displacement, depending on the ordinary place of residence of the competing athlete.
- altered living conditions of different kinds.
The question arises as to how far and to what extent athletic efficiency in
Mexico City is affected in the various types of sport and how far and to what extent suitable measures (preparation, training, preventive measures) are likely to
maintain or even to step up performance capacity.
Summary findings
a) Physiological Effects

- limitation of aerobic capacity (continuous endurance), at first ranging between
10 and 15 %, after acclimatization less, depending on the individual.
- influence on anaerobic capacity not yet precisely determined, obviously in
the sense of a partial compensation of the limitation of the aerobic capacities.
- interference with process of recovery.
~ no influence on muscular strength.
- influence on psycho-nervous functions, taking a form that is still very difficult to detennine, surely negative for the most part, possibly on occasion
positive ("alarm reaction").
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- shifting of performance limit to other functions in comparison with low altitude regions (limited maximum pulse rate, diffusion capacity of lungs during
severe exertion, hyperventilation, hormonal processes).
- release of numerous functional alterations and adaptation processes.
b) Physical Effects

- diminution of air resistance for the athlete and the different parts of his body,
especially during rapid movement and in the case of large surfaces;
- diminution of air resistance for atWetic equipment (projectile, wheel, boat,
ball, etc.);
- modification of aerodynamic conditions.

c) Effects on Athletic Performances
- impairment"of all continuous endurance (aerobic capacity), of more than
60 sec. duration, rising in proportion to same; latter apparently as consequence of decreasing potentiality of compensation by anaerobic capacities;
- no impairment of short-term endurance (anaerobic capacity), explosive per·
fonnance);
- no impairment of full expenditure of strength. Occasional intensification not
excluded (psycho-nervous alarm reaction);
- the effective performance is a resultant of the physiological and physical factors (air resistance and aerodynamics, e.g., during short-distance running,
cycling, certain kinds of throwing, etc.). Whether the result expected is better
or impaired as compared with performances at low altitudes is something
that has to be studied precisely in each individual case, and, even more, has
to be experimentally tested;
- in the case of intermittent endurance, account has to be taken of the limitation of recovery.
d) Functional Alterations and Adaptation Processes

- acute, short-duration effects (time, altitude, temperature, travel, etc.): functional alterations which can be deduced from the behaviour of the circulation, the metabolism, the blood, etc. For the most part, negative effect on
perfonnance capacity in general;
- more gradual long-term effects (oxygen deficiency, dry climate): acclimatization (adaptation) concerns in particular the oxygen-receptive, - transporting
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-
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-

and- transmitter system (respiration-blood-heart-circulation-tissues) and thus
the continuous endurance capacity;
the alteration difficulties have to be overcome for all athletes before good
performances can be expected;
the athlete performing in short bursts must have overcome at least the conversion difficulties before good performances can be expected. Better yet is complete acclimatization. He can surpass his own peak performance at low altitudes;
the athlete performing over longer stretches has to be completely acclimatized.
He can approach his low-altitude peak performance, but not attain it or surpass it (provided he was previously given optimum training);
atWetes who adapt poorly to the altitude ought to be eliminated;
pyknjc-athJetic constitutional types apparently adapt worse than leptosome·
atWetic types.

e) The Time Factor
- the alteration process occupies hours or even periods up to several days. It is
apparently facilitated by previous sojourn at high altitudes;
- acclimatization occurs in 2 to 4 weeks, depending on organic constitutional
system: Certain functions require considerably longer periods (acid-base
metabolism, blood, body water);
- acclimatization occurs in phases. There is no uniform opinion regarding
"crises" and their times of occurrence (8th day, 17th day). Rather there is
probably involved individually different "negative phases", the emergence of
which depends, among other things, on the preparation beforehand and on
the average altitude of the athlete's home country;
- there is a prevailing view that a stay in Mexico City of 21/2 to 3 or even up
to 4 weeks before the meets is indicated;
- it is also believed that there should be a 2 to 3·week period of altitude adapta·
tion prior to the trip;
- some favour an interim of a few days between prior training and arrival in
Mexico (horne leave and trip), other favour leaving out the visit home;
- there is no uniformly prevailing view on the question of an interim between
arrival and start of training in Mexico City. Some favour full-scale activity as
soon as possible (after 2 to 3 days), others favour a rest of several days.
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f)

Training and Altitude Training
- athletes who do not start with optimum training form are unsuitable for peak
performance in meets in Mexico City;
- athletes who are not specifically prepared (depending on the type of sport)
for performance at high altitudes are unsuitable for peak performance meets
in Mexico City;
- altitude training has two aims in view: acclimatization and training as such;
- good training form (endurance capacity) facilitates and shortens the altitude
adaptation. Highly trained athletes orten react with severe complaints, but
these are of shorter duration than is the case with others;
- good acclimatization facilitates altitude training;
- optimum altitude range for training sojourns: 1,800 to 2,300 meters above
sea level;
- high altitude sojourns, especially those over 2,000 meters above sea level, entail the danger of low training intensity (especially muscular strength). Losses
of strength to be avoided!
- conversion to living at high altitudes and acclimatization capacity can be
trained. Several altitude training periods in the preparation time are useful;
....,. altitude training in the shape of short-term ascents and descents has a certain
effect;
- altitude training (with careful consideration of the risk of loss of strength)
improves personal peak performance 2 to 4 days after return to low altitudes.
The duration of this after-effect is not yet exactly known, but it may likely
be somewhat longer;
- the following are decisive for the effect of altitude training: The altitude, the
training intensity, the duration of stay.

g) Medical Points of View
- only healthy athletes - healthy in the strict sense of the word - are suitable
for peak performances at high altitudes. Even the slightest disturbance diminishes altitude resistance:
- vaccinations are to be carried out in plenty of time;
- the danger of stomach and intestinal complaints can be eliminated by means
of preventive treatment and team discipline;
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- high altitude pulmonary oedema is hardly involved at the altitude in question.
Nevertheless, there is a certain Uability in the case of infections of the respiratory tract.

- no special risks need be assumed for peak performances at 2,300 meters above
sea level. However, relatively severe states of exhaustion have to be reckoned
with, in which cases administrJ.tion of oxygen is useful and is perrnitted~
- medical attention must be appreciably intensified in comparison with former
Olympic Games. This view likewise corresponds to that of the Fecteration
Intemationale de Medecine Sportive;
- medicaments can act differently (possibly with more pronounced effect) at
high altitudes. Doping can have especially dangerous effects at high altitudes.
Artificially administered oxygen accelerates recovery (rest), improves performance, however, only if it is administered during same (practically impossible).

h) Hygienic Points of View
- the dryness of the air has to be watched. Humidification is called for!
- a special attempt has to be made to combat mutual infection if illness occurs;
- food intake must be carefully supervised and planned. Carbohydrate requirements are greater at high altitudes, protein requirements less than at low altitudes;
- raw foods, especially raw health foods, salads, unpeeled fruit, are to be avoided. Danger of acute disturbances and of amoebic infections!
- vitamin and mineral requirements are to be covered in the shape of special
prepa ra tions;
- alcohol is to be taken in great moderation, if at all;
- smoking is to be forbidden;
- expert massage is important. At such altitudes muscular aches are common
after severe performances.

i)

Psychological Points of View
- the Mexico "adventure" must be systematically stripped of its "mystique"
(not trivialized). Objective orientation! Press campaign!
- the lengthy training period, some of it on the spot, emphasizes the problems
of homesickness, lax discipline, "Olympic claustrophobia", mental breakdown, and makes the intervention of qualified escorts, who have known the
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competitors for a long time, rather more important than otherwise;
- leisure activity, reading matter from home, esprit de corps without mutual
irritation are all of the utmost importance.
In conclusion, it may be pointed out that all physical and psychological processes, especially those involving conversion and adaptation, vary to a very great
extent from one individual to another. A team will produce the best results if its
training and leadership proceed on the basis of extensive knowledge and can be varied to fit the individual. The individually varied reactions are per se awkward for
the managers and trainers, occurring as they do in exceptionally severe conditions,
but they must not in any case lead to the trivialization or underestimation of the
problems; what should prevail is the principle of very intensive technical, medical
and administrative participation. The slogan "The athlete and his trainer", especially for a small nation, has a great significance, along with the very careful and severe
process of selecting the athletes.
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Metabolic Problems of Heat, Water and Salt
by Prof G. SchOnholzer ISwitzerland)
Body temperature
Very complicated bi.ological processes which produce in the body and requiring
the action of enzymes to effect these processes, depend largely on the maintenance
of a constant internal temperature. The slightest deviation of this can have catastrophic consequences. This constant temperature can only be maintained if the gain
and loss of heat remain equal, that is to say the calorific balance is in equilibrium.
Heat production: The body also produces it at rest; it provides some metabolism (base exchange) and its value is 60 - 100 kcal/ hour. Metabolism increases con~
siderably during work. But only 25 - 30 % of disposable energy is in work, and 70
·75 % is heat. If the body could not lose heat its internal temperature would rise
about 1.5 0 C hourly in sleep, compared to 10 C in 6 minutes when in hard work.
Heat exchange which is of vital importance occurs through the external surface
of the body (skin). One can discount in the balance the loss of heat in respiration,
the urine and faeces, as well as the ingestion of cold food.
Heat Exchange
By Radiation: This takes place through the environment (walls, windows, etc.).
If they are wanner than the body (sun, heating) some heat is lost. The air temperature and the humidity play no part in this process. The naked body loses by radiation with a surrounding temperature of 18 0 C 75 kcal per hour. Clothing reduces
this loss by about 30 %.

Heat Conduction: This takes place directly into the air and varies a great deal.
Humid air basically conducts better than dry air (in a turkish bath one can endure
perhaps 50 0 C, but generally a 100 0 C in a sauna). Air movement (convection) considerably relieves the effects of conduction. Normally, about 30 % heat is lost by
conduction.
Perspiration: When the body is at rest, 20 - 30 % heat loss occurs in a relatively
constant fashion in the form of evaporation through the skin. this is insensible.
Water evaporation is optimal when one litre of sweat can abstract 600 kcal of heat.
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Regulations of the Metabolism of Heat

Cooling: Base exchange is increased, the muscles twitch, as a result there is
greater base exchange and increased heat production.
Increase of temperature: Basal metabolism cannot be brought down below nor·
mal. Its regulation occurs in two ways:
L Skin temperature adjusts to internal temperature. Skin vessels dilate. The "skin
radiator" opens as the blood flow increases. This is why heat produces an improvement of circulation. Heat loss by radiation can be increased up to 70 %
according to environment and that by conduction and convection can also be
increased. Evaporation through the skin remains constant.
2. If the external temperature is further raised: 20 - 300 C, radiation and conduction become less efficient. In that case even the sun brings heat by radiation. It
produces sweat and that is why heat regulation takes place principally by evaporation of sweat.
In the case of body work, production of heat can reach 90 - 250 kcal per hour.
If the environment is unfavourable (Israel; tropical country, desert, etc.), 10 litres
of sweat and more can be lost in 24 hours. As long as radiation"and conduction are
inefficient in view of the increased external temperature, regulation can only occur
by sweat secretion. It depends generally on the degree of humidi ty.
Sporting "'work", including football, is perfonned in a variety of climatic conditions.
Normally, it causes a certain amount of increase in internal temperature up to
30 - 40 0 C. In such conditions sweat is produced at the same time up to 5 litres,
but less in general. One can measure this by weighing. This represents most of the
time a value of some 100 grammes up to about 3.5 kg. In case of unfavourable climatic conditions, fluid loss can be even greater (see: water and salt requirements).
In keeping with the aforementioned indications, we must realise that clothing
should be adapted to the conditions. With very strong radiation of the sun on the
body, we must choose light coloured clothing, this is very important, rather than
expose the unprotected skin (return radiation). If radiation on the body is less
(shade) the body loses its heat better when it is unclothed, particularly if the air
humidity is raised which favours evaporation. When the temperature gets much lower, the body must be protected from too much cold and that particularly before
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and after work (the trainer puts on clothing before the match, or if necessary at
half-time). 11 is necessary to take account of the fact that the body works better
with a slightly raised temperature up to 30 - 40 0 C. That is the reason among others
why a warm-up is important before the match.

Metabolic Disorders of Heat and their Dangers
If heat balance is not well controlled, e.g. if more heat is produced than is lost,
considerable rise in internal temperature takes place. As heat prod.uction is considerable, especially when the work is hard, this temperature increase can occur in very
rapid fashion. This is why such heat accumulation (it is called heat stroke) can occur
very quickly and is very dangerous. A rise of internal temperature to 41 0 C can produce dangerous coJ:t1plications in the metabolic process. These complications are·
difficult to deal with. Above all the central nervous regulatory system can be damaged in such a way that the excessive body temperature cannot return to normal.

Symptoms: Red cyanosed skin, increased circulatory flow with rapid pulse, increased respiratory rate and above all nervous system disorders. This is shown by
confusion and uncontrolled movements, eventually coma develops.
Treatment: Not a moment must be lost. Lay the patient flat, remove the clothing, employ rapid cooling in whatever manner is available (cold compresses, even a
cold bath). Send for the doctor immediately. Employ circulatory stimulants. Some
drugs can increase the danger, because they contract the vessels and prevent heat
exchange.
If the sun is very strong and the head is not protected, a local circulatory increase can occur in the neck and the brain with severe headache, vomiting and, in
some cases, coma. Local cooling of the head is important in such cases.

Cooling: Total cooling plays no great role in football. It is not necessary to discuss it here.
As far as football is concerned, certain measures are necessary and can be summed up as follows:
The match-time must be fixed at a reasonable hour depending on local and climatic
conditions. In the interest of the players' health, even TV-transmission must be relegated to the back-ground. Clothing should be as described above.
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The players must be efficiently cared for by the doctor and the health service
in the case of unfavourable conditions (the local organisation should take the neces-

sary precautions).
A suitable supply of fluid must be available and also of salt where sweating is
considerable (see below). One must act immediately on the suspicion of over·heat·
mg. In fact, this situation can be very dangerous.
Just as the body has constant temperature, it also has a very exact mechanism
for the maintenance of water and salts which aTe extremely important in metabol·
ism. When we speak of salts we distinguish between that which is principally important in water exchange, NaCl, and between a number of others which combine with
vitamins having thus an extremely important metabolic function. The principal
salts in this regard are potassium, calcium, magnesium and phosphors.
With body work, increase of respiration leads to water changes which must be
balanced by salt. Further, there is water loss through the skin, i.e. sweating, related
to the different external conditions (see below).
Further, water and salt loss through the kidneys during the work can be very
much reduced if not entirely arrested. Such processes can produce a relative equilibrium of water and NaCl. As in general, our diet brings more than we need with external conditions more or less normal, no unilateral deficit of sodium-chloride results. The sensation of thirst which results can be quenched by any kind of fluid. A
special supply of salt is not necessary where the diet is normal.
The situation can be different when climatic conditions are extreme, i.e. if the
players sweat excessively in the course of a match and if at the same time much salt
can be lost. In such cases, it is wise to replace the loss by giving liquid at half-time
containing NaCI. A practical way is in the form of a soup containing 1 % of
sodium-chloride.
A third possibility is the most dangerous in principle. It could be that during
body work excessive sweating occurs. It could be that the thirst is quenched by considerable quantity of fluid not containing NaCl, e.g. mountain climbing and drinking melted snow. The result is an intake of water with relative NaC I deficit. This
can lead to a deterioration in perfonnance, weakness, cramp and other conditions.
In such cases, it is essential to quench the thirst with fluid containing NaCl.
Further, it must be remarked, and this is very important, that the best capacity
for effort will result from replacing lost water.
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Contravening thes~ principles and maintaining a "dry state" is not justified in
training or in competition.
In the game of football we must adhere to the following principles:
Provide fluid in case of loss at half-time. The stomach must not be overloaded.
Suitable drinks are those which are sweet, tepid and containing no carbon dioxide.
Raisin sugar can be added if need be.
Supplementary support of 'aCI is not necessary in normal conditions. In the
case of very heavy sweat loss it is useful to add one or two cups of soup.
In the case of heavy sweat loss in extreme conditions, we do not give fluids without salt. We also give one or two tablets of NaCI. Too much salt only provokes a
useless thirst.
In.training we can foresee the need of fluid when the players become thirsty.
Concerning those minerals of particular importance in metabolism (i.e. above all
CalCium, Potassium, Magnesium and Phosphates) we know today about the increas·
ed need in increased athletic performance. As food does not always guarantee an
optimum supply, we can make use of preparations containing these substances reinforced with vitamins. The best method is to provide a regular supply during the
period of training and not only before or during a match.
Example of such a product: BENEROC ROCHE (I sachet of 109. contains
250 mgm Ca, 100 mgm Potassium, 170 mgm Magnesium, 1080 mgm Phosphate,
10 mgm Vitamine BI, 15 mgm Vitamine B2, 25 mgm Vitamine B6, 20 mgm Nicotinamide, 20 mgm Pantothenate of Ca, 500 mgm Vitamine C and 50 mgm Vitamine E). Dosage: 3 sachets per week, during competitions I sachet or 2 sachets per
day. The object is to obtain an improved body state. It is not scientific to give a
greater dosage. Such preparations are not "dope agents'~
We would like to offer the following special cases: Experience has shown in connection with altitude performance as in Mexico that in consequence of considerable
heat, dry air, increased respiration due to oxygen lack, body water loss can be such
as to produce inbalance in water/ salt body balance. The result is a deterioration in
performance, even catastrophic. An appreciation of and provision for the problem
concerning fluid balance is important in preparation.
In other situations (Montreal) the climate can be hot and humid. Heat regulation is difficult. In view of the conditions (time of match, weather conditions on
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the particular day) it is extremely important that fluid supplies be adequate so that
sweat regulation is balanced.

We can add that the human bpdy can adapt very well to heat by increasing the
amount of sweat of low NaCI content, so that too great a loss of salt does not
result. We must take all these considerations into account in the team preparation.
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Footballers' Nutrition Adapted To The Needs of Age and Endeavour
by Prof Dr. M. Andrejevic (Yugoslavia)
We shall speak of the importance of nutrition today. As you know concerning
practical life, nutrition is indispensable to maintain life, it is the only energy source.
Nutrition is needed for the building and maintenance of organs, as well as fuel required to burn the different nutriments and ensure all biochemical processes. Thereby our organism receives wannth and calories producing kinetic energy, i.e. muscular work. Thus, nutrition gives us, besides the material for building or rebuilding
organs, the calories that are needed to produce the necessary energy needed for
physical work. If we examine the question in more detail, you will notice that quite
a few functions depend on the daily food intake. This must be sufficient on each
occasion and during the whole existence. The amount of food must be adapted to
the state of development of the human organism (period of growth - puberty,
pregnancy for women and during the whole period of fecundity). Food is therefore
the essential fuel for the living human organism, as well as the required material for
the building and maintenance of the whole body.
Let us examine the question closer and mention all the functions of the body
that can only be safeguarded by the intake of food. They are, starting from the
most important:
1. Maintenance of basal metabolism (it will be explained later on)
2. Maintenance of constant body temperature (between 36.5 and 36.8 0 C)
3. Maintenance and rebuilding of organs
4. Maintenance of vital functions:
blood circulation, breathing, digestion and the functioning of the nervous system
5. Maintenance of the muscular functions for exercising physical work and sports
activity
6. Maintenance of hormone, enzyme and catalyser production, biochemical
processes
7. Maintenance of reproduction functions
We call basal metabolism the burning, breaking down processes as wen as syntheses that take place in the organism at full rest, that produce the necessary calories for maintaining life itself, i.e. without any physical or mental work. They happen in full rest and while the body is fully inactive, at the exterior temperature of
20 0 , under the atmospherical pressure of 765 0 and at normal humidity of 60 %.
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Basal metabolism is calculated on the oxygen consumption over 24 hours. This is
measured by the quantity of C02 produced, for which a special apparatus is used.
There exist many different kinds of apparatus and quite a few methods of calculation.
There is, for instance, the direct method that evaluates the quantity of consumed
oxygen (02) and the indirect method that is based on the quantity of C02 resulting from burning processes. From this we find that an adult man of medium weight,
unoccupied and resting, uses: 1 calorie per kg. of his weight per hour. Therefore, a
man weighing 70 kg. will use: 70 x 24 calories = 1,680 calories a day. Thus, we can
say that this man's basal metabolism needs 1,680 calories only to maintain his existence, without any work. The calories must be supplied by the daily food. This person will need extra calories, in order to have the required energy to accomplish muscular and mental work: i.e. 500 calories for light physical work.
Example: a clerk who has little physical movement. Dressing, bath, (10 -15 minutes, Swedish gymnastics) in the morning, leaving home and going to the office on
foot (15 - 20 minutes) or using transport (bus, tram, private car or taxi). At the
office this clerk remains mainly sedentary with only slight·movement. Having returned home, he may go for a small walk. That's all. For such a light physical activity we reckon no more than 500 calories.
lfwe return to the basal metabolism, we arrive at the following figure:
1,680 + 500 = 2,180 calories
Should this man have some physical activity during his leisure time or should he
work in his garden, he will need another 500 - 600 calories. Thus, we arrive at approximately 3,000 calories in all. This quantity is enough for this light work in most
of the cases. But, in the case of heavier and more intense work, more calories will be
needed.

If we have a young boy between 12 and 18 years, extra calories must be added
(500·600) for growth.
Example: a young boy weighing 60 kg. His basal metabolism is: 60 x 24 =
1,440 calories.
If he plays football, he has to learn technique and attends coaching sessions lasting
I hour at least. Thus we have:
I) Coaching = light work, extra calories needed: 500. Thus we have:
1,440 + 500 = 1,940 calories
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2) Friendly game (2 x 40 minutes). As to football, we generally consider an average
value of: 10 calories / min. Thus we have:

2,000 + 800 = 2,800 calories
3) League game. Physical work is more intense in this case (15 calories / min.)

80 x 15 = 1,200. Then we would have:
2,000 + 1,200 = 3,200 calories
4) Deciding game: 20 calories / min. 20 x 80 = 1,600 calories.
2,000 + 1,600 = a total of 3,600 calories
5) In the case of a 20 year-old footballer who plays for 2 x 45 minutes, the figures
are higher. 90 x 45 = 1,450 calories. 2,000 + 1,450 = 3,450 calories
Or even: 90 x 20 = 1,800 calories.
1,800 + 2,000 = 3,800 calories
The values concerning basal metabolism are, however, subject to adjustment.
For the 20 year-old player, for instance, who is taller and more developed than the
16 year-uld player. He may weigh 70 kg. Thus we have: 70 x 24 = 1,680 calories. On

account of growth we still have to add 500 calories, which makes 2,180 calories.
1) We have a more intense coaching ( 90 min. x lOcal.

=

900 calories),

which gives: 3,080 calories
2) In the case of a friendly game (90 x 15 cal. = 1,350 calories), we have
a total of 4,430 calories
3) If we have a league match, we shall have (90 x 20 = 1,800 calories)
4,880 calories
4) In case of extra time (2 x 15 min.
we have
5,480 calories

= 30 min.) +

30 x 20

= 600 calories

The above-mentioned figures represent just the required quantity of calories, which
is even higher than the extraordinary figures for the games of the European Cham-

pionship, the World Cup or the Olympic Football Tournament.
We notice that the determining factors are the age difference and the various
game categories.
As soon as we know the first important concepts as to the necessity of adapting
nutrition to two main factors:
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1. the game categories,
2. the kind of physical work during games,
we need to know the adequate physiological distribution of calories, the
total of which we have just calculated
Amongst the nutriments we need to know that:
1. Proteins serve to build and rebuild organs. They must be included in the diet.

2. Carbohydrates are needed for combustion. They are the primary source of muscular energy required for physical work or sport activity.

3. Fats (or better, fatty acids) are stocked as spare fuel. According to needs, they
are used as energy sources when physical work is being accomplished or in case
of a lack of carbohydrates.
According to the various roles that these three food elements have to play, it is obvious that the human organism depends on carbohydrates above all to ensure physical work, since they produce the required amount of energy for this. As we said
before, however, fats and even proteins can be used,if necessary, as fuel and become
energy sources. Such a transfonnation in the functions of both elements is called
neoglycogenesis. Through the metabolic process these elements are transformed into a kind of carbohydrate.
For this reason, the three essential food elements are:
1) proteins
25 - 30 %
2) carbohydrates 50 - 55 %
3) fats
25 - 30 %
Since a young organism needs a great amount of proteins as the main substance
for building the organs and muscles, young people receive a greater proportion ·of
proteins. Thus, if we reckon 1 gr jkg. weight (70 gr. for 70 kg. for an adult), young
people in the period of puberty will recieve 2 - 3 gr jkg. This applies also to pregnant
and breast-feeding women, as well as to sportsmen recovering from tubercular illnesses. This supplement of proteins allows a rebuilding of the muscles that have
atrophied and strengthens convalescents.
The following example shows the proper distribution of available calories:
An adult player needs 4,000 calories daily.
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After the said proportions, we arrive at the following distribution:

proteins
25 % 1,000 cal.
carbohydrates 50 % 2,000 cal.
fats
25 % 1,000 cal.
Total

4,000 cal.

In physiology we have the following values:
I gr. proteIn produces

4 cal.

I gr. carbohydrate prod.
I gr. fat produces

4 cal.
9 cal.

Thus, from 4,000 calories we obtain:
1,000 gr. : 4 = 250 gr. proteins
2,000 gr. : 4 = 500 gr. carbohydrates
1,000 gr. : 9 = III gr. fats
Apart from this total quantity of 861 gr., we see that food must still contain:
various vitamins, mineral salts, as well as oligo-elements and liquid (water) in
adequa te quantity.
As regards young footballers in puberty, the increase in the quantity of proteins
has to be accompanied by an extraordinary supplement of calcium for the building

of bones and the skeleton. This is e.g. : for young men of 12 to 16 (at this time
body growth is most intensive), we must reckon with a daily dosis of 3 gr. protein

and calcium. At a later age (16 to 19 years old), the quantity can be reduced to
2 or 2.5 gr.
All this depends on the biological age and not on the actual age. For amongst
growing youth there are substantial genetical differences. It is well-known that

13 year-old boys who are very tall can appear to be 16. The actual age and the biological age must be considered, for in the case of a rather developed skeleton, a 13

year-old boy could be placed in the junior category of 16 - 18. In football we have
the following categories:
from

8 - 10 years
10 - 12 years
13 - 16 years
17 - 19 years

schoolboys
juniors, IIlrd category
juniors, lInd category
juniors, 1st category
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The youngest players should not play competition games, because their young
bodies are not yet strong enough to withstand the strain of competition. Deformations of the bones and skeleton could be a result: Bow-shaped legs and scolioses of
the spinal column.
For this reason, the duration of matches has also been reduced:
2 x 30 min. for 10- 12 year juniors
2 x 40 min. for 13 - 16 year juniors
2 x 45 min. for 17 . 19 year juniors
This must be taken into account, for already in 1977 the World Junior Tournament of FIFA will be played in Tunisia, reserved to young people of 19 years of
age. They will play the full time of 2 x 45 minutes.
As to the privileged increase in proteins for the youth, the other food elements
will be reduced accordingly. Therefore, if instead of 20 - 25 % they receive 30 - 35 %
protein, carbohydrates will be decreased from 50 to 45 % and fats from 25 to 20 %.
Finally, whilst planning diets we must take into account the personal differences,
habits, preferences, climate, differences as regards religion (Muslims must not be
given pork and lard must not be used to prepare their meals), and race.
For instance, Japanese players dislike the oil used to cook meals in most of
Asian countries. They find its particular smell disagreeable, etc. Then, we must take
into account that in some countries (France, Italy, Yugoslavia) players are used to
drinking a glass of red wine with their meaL
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Physiology Of Training And Performance In Football
It is not for us here to deal with the establishment of physiological principles,
these are known to every doctor. They are taken for granted.

Football in particular is an athletic game. In addition to certain very complicated
mental requirements (play intelligence) and other equally complex psychological
features (team sense), football also makes substantial physical demands on the
player.
Good all-round agility is an obviously important rudimentary asset. In comparison to some other sports .(those involving muscular strength) good, but not necessarily fully-developed muscular capacity, is essential. It is one of the condi tions required for fast running, and also for shooting strength and jumping power (elasticity).
Another essential basic factor is good anaerobic capacity (spurts, acceleration, wing
sallies, chases, etc.), along with good aerobic capacity (endurance over a long period,
anaerobic conserv£!.tion). Neither of these factors, although of extreme importance,
predominate as they do for example in the 400-metre-race or alpine-ski-races, on the
one hand, and long-distance races and cross-country ski races on the other hand. It
should, however, never be forgotten that a good, versatile performance in athletic
sports is only attainable when based on all the various features, each of which has to
be trained in a suitable manner. Well-trained - although not to the extreme limits aerobic capacity (endurance) is therefore also important to the footballer, especially
as the transfonnation into energy by the employment of oxygen shows by far the
greatest degree of poten tial and, during work activity, the body endeavours, as rapidly as possible, to obtain the greatest possible proportion of energy anaerobically. It
can be seen, therefore, that a good capacity for endurance serves simultaneously to
conserve the anaerobic activity, which is so vital for rapid action.
In football, however, the accent is on the psycho- and sensorimotor abilities
(technique, ball-sense, co-ordination, reaction speed, agility and adroitness).
By setting the appropriate tasks - and these alone - it is possible to provide
suitable training for all the features mentioned. The main common aim in this regard
is by no means just a good footballing performance, but also the general fitness of
the individual.
Argument as to just how the training should be conceived (ball-training alone,
plus strength exercises, endurance training, circuit training, running) is often overemphasized from the biological point of view.
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The only thing that really matters is that the main features essential for good performance are included and receive the corresponding thorough training. Whether
this is carried out - with or without the ball - is of secondary importance. Undoubtedly the same applies to the endurance ability (aerobic capacity), which according to the extensive test data on the subject, has been found to be greater
amongst top footballers.
The details of the training programme is the competence of the coach or coaching instructor. It is the doctor's responsibility, however, to ensure that no damage
is caused by overstrain and that the main object, which is general fitness and versatile, well-adjusted training, is not lost from sight.
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Influences On The Physical Performance

The prerequisites for a good physical performance are specialised training,
suitable diet and moderate living habits.
It is, however, absolutely impossible to lay down general binding principles for
'work carried out in developing countries as regards living habits (schedules, sleeping habits, sexuality, luxuries, hygiene, etc.). It has to be left to the discretion of
the instructing doctor to employ his knowledge, common sense and information
acquired locally when issuing optimum advice in this respect.
Special problems (i.e. warmth, water-salinity, height) will be dealt with in full
at the corresponding lectures.
The chapter covering Diet and fl1assage will be dealt with separately.

SPORTS MEDICINE
Principal and Most Frequent Injuries of Players
by Prof Dr. J. Vittori (Frallce)
Diagnostic and First Aid

Like many team sports, football is a manly game where contacts and falls are
frequent.
According to the Laws of the Game, with the exception of the goalkeeper, each
player must play the ball with his feet. Thus, we can well imagine that the lower
limbs are the most affected.
It is advisable to be acquainted with the kind of injuries that can occur in the
course of a football game. Even though we cannot avoid them, we can undertake
everything possible to ensure that they happen seldom and are treated in the best
way.

Several elements are necessary to allow this universal sport to be played in the
best condjtions. There must be: rational training, proper hygiene, the required
equipment and grounds, the players' fair play, etc... And accident prevention is also
an essential element. This is one of the greater preoccupations of the doctor who
wishes to reduce the duration of disability - which is not only detrimental to the
player, but to the whole community.

I.

Fractures

a) Fractures of rhe Upper Limbs
They concern the goalkeeper above all, but they also can happen to field players. They are not a special feature of football, with the exception of wrist fractures and especially fracture of the carpal scaphoid.
b) Fractures of the Lower Limbs

Femoral fractures are seldom.

Leg fractures are frequent. They seem to be less feared by players than meniscus
injuries, and yet they have excluded permanently many a well-known player
from the football ground.
It is astonishing to see players of international level moving on the field without
shin-guards and with their socks pulled down. Of course, prnfessional players
have a great experience, they easily elude their opponent and are thus less vulnerable than amateur players. The latter do not control their impetuosity properly and are set a bad example by the former.
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Leg fractures are usually closed ones. They concern the middle 1/3 of the leg in
90 % of the cases. This can be understood from the anatomical point of view.
The middle segment of the tibia has a poor vascularity and there is no muscular
protection in the front part there.
Fractures are transverse and concern both bones of the legs. They happen in the
case of a direct blow. Modern tackling is much to blame for this. The very often
injured fibula no longer plays its part as a splint and the very excessive displacement makes the fracture unstable. Immobilisation and primary retention are
thus difficult. Surgical treatment is compulsory and healing is always a long process.

V-shaped fractures are also frequent, but they are not a special feature of football. The foot is suddenly irnmobilised, the body thrown out in the front and it
turns around the leg as a pivot. Such fractures occur on bad grounds.

n.

Cranial tra umas
Open cranial fractures seldom occur and objective or functional signs as to this
are so obvious that we need not dwell on the matter.
Closed traumas, on account of the apparent intactness of the bone vault can
cause the most numerous problems a few seconds after the accident, not to the
officials, but to the medical or paramedical staff present on the side bench.
- goalkeeper (dive at the legs or against a goal-post)
- 2 midfield players struggling to head the ball
- a backward fall on slippery soil
- dangerous play (scissors, etc.)
The injured player's future is decided within the first minutes
We must therefore know these injuries very well.

a) Cranial Traumas without fainting
They are the most frequent,
and the most difficult to diagnose.
The player collapses, holds his head with both hands, waits for some help.
and sees stars. After having been quickly comforted, he wishes to show that he
knows how to take a blow. Therefore, he stands up and tries to return to his
post within the team.
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How can we bear a grudge against coaches and officials who turn a deaf ear to
the doctors' opinions!
An inevitable process starts which can take two alternative turns:

1. The most favourable. Everything returns to order quickly (the miracle accomplished by the attendant's sponge). Training, resistance to blows will
hide secret disturbances. At most the player will suffer sick headaches for a
few days or weeks.
2. The most severe. Buzzing, beating temples, lack of orientation precede the
eventual coma which sets in sooner or later. This confirms the existence of a
haematom outside the dura mater, the only treatment for which is surgery.
b) Cranial Traumas with fainting

In this case

th~re

is no coma, but the knock-out of boxers.

1. Of long duration: the clinical data are obvious enough to order a .transport
of the injured player outside the ground to a hospital for observation or
treatment.
2. Of short duration: This can be unnoticed by the persons present. The game
is stopped, the player has been transported outside the ground, recovers and
wishes to resume playing. His behaviour will be very peculiar expressed by
alternate phases of excitement and exhaustion.

In such cases, the doctor's knowledge and perspicacity will be used. He will
search for the symptoms that will allow him to judge the severity of the trauma

and to foresee all the immediate and secondary complications.
III. Traumas of the Face

Orbital frontal nasal injuries are the worst. They are characteristic by nasal
haemorrhages and disorders in the oculo-motor co-ordination.
Eye injuries are frequent as well.
- through a nudge or a blow by the knee
- a hit by a boot

- mud can aggravate injuries
Such injuries affect
- the cornea
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- the iris
- the lens

The detachment of the retina is characterised by a mist before one's eyes that
is noticed a few hours or days after the accident.

Every trauma of ~he eyes - even if it is not immediately followed by some vis·
uaI disorder - must lead to an early check up by a specialist. Until the examination
it is advisable to cover the eye with a monocular dressing.

IV. Injuries of the Articulations
a) Luxation - permanent dislocation outside the capsule of a bon~ extremity.
The diagnosis is obvious.

The luxation of the shoulder is frequent amongst goalkeepers.
The acromio-clavicular disjunction follows a fall. It is often neglected and becomes a major handicap for every sportsman - even for the footballer.
b) Sprains
Stretching of the capsulo-ligamentary elements of an articulation. Painful spots
that are detected by pressing on the course of the ligament or its insertion.
aJ Ankle - the external lateral ligament is mainly affected. This happens
through stumbling or if the ball is c)umsily kicked. This is almost a professional illness, characterised when the player is over 30 by a clinical instability
of the ankle. An X-ray plate shows a great amount of small foreign bodies
around the articulation.
b) Knee - the great amount of lateral or cross ligaments explains the complex
character of clinical descriptions.
A simple sprain affects the lateral ligaments - especially the internal one.
A severe sprain implies a rupture of the cross ligaments and fore-shadows
knee luxation.
Sprains are actually often the main cause of injuries to the meniscus.
The most sensible treatment of a simple sprain is immobiJisation with plaster
for a few days, followed by physiotherapy. The use of ice-bags is only a
temporary palliative treatment.
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c) Disorders of the Meniscus (Melliscopathy)

The meniscus is a cartilaginous wedge that eases the movements of the femoral
condyles on the tibia bracket. If the lateral ligament is injured the fastening systems of the meniscus will be detached. The gap will become larger, the meniscus
will become loose within the articulation and block up the attachment or bending movements of the knee.
This blocking up will last a short time, but it may recur at closer intervals. The
reducing of this blocking up are the cause of distressing endeavours on the
ground. It needs much patience and calm.
Meniscopathy may be bearable for those who practise no sport, but it is not for
those who earn their living in this way. Only a surgeon is capable of giving ef·
fective treatment for these injuries.
V. Injuries of the Muscles
These occur mainly in the thigh where the foot bailers' muscles are hypertrophied.
a) Fibre nlpture ~ this is the most frequent accident. Muscular fibres that were too
violently or too promptly called into action are torn, when the player had inadequate fitness training.
This is extremely painful and the player is indisposed for several weeks, until
cicatrization occurs or until the fibres are rebuilt.
b) Hernia of [he fromal right. This is very similar to torn fibres. In this case, the
aponeurotic envelope of the muscular segment is ruptured. Can be more embar·
rassing than painful, spontaneous restoration is uncertain.
Surgery is contingent. Absolute rest is compulsory for 2 to 3 weeks.
c) Haematoms. The blood is accumulated as the after-effects of the blow received.
Players know well this violaceous shape that spreads and changes colour. Haema·
toms make muscles more brittle, encourage fibre rupture and even ... ossification.
d) Injuries of the adductors
- frequent amongst ballet dancers
- they affect the upper insertions or even the muscular bodies (middle adductor)
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e) Injuries of the tendons. They can be inflammatory. Such as tendinites, they are
traumatic. Such as the ruptures. The rupture of the Achilles tendon is the most
typical in the case of footballers. Yet they are not so frequent as in the case of
gymnasts.
VI. Visceral Injuries
Thoracic, thoraco-abdominal, thoraco-lombo·abdominal injuries '" the list is
very long. The clinical symptoms that folio\\'. such injuries are obvious enough (vomiting, haematurias, etc.) to justify calling for a doctor immediately and urgent transportation to a hospital.
VII. Accident Prevention
G.reat care
experience.

sho~ld

be taken to eliminate maladies and the young players' lack of

1. Equipment
-

"improvised" matches
lack of shin-guards
shoes without studs or unsuitable for the ground
goal-posts and ground markings, etc.

2. Ground
Not properly maintained, watered or rolled

3. Fatigue
Fatigue caused by the game is not a determining factor. Accidents occur as
much at the beginning of a game as at the end - with the exception of extratime.
The fatigue the players feel the day before a match is more significant
- in the case of two games played within 24 hours
(forbidden in France)
- two different categories of contesting players
(age, etc.)
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VIII. Treatment in the Case of Accidents
We shall only examine cas,es of real urgency: cranial traumas, luxations and
fractures.

Once the diagnosis is made, hospital transport must be arranged.

First-Aid
This depends on the nearest witness of the accident.
The injured man's future is at stake in the very first moments and useless gestures and aggravation of the injury must be avoided.

We have two first rules: to forbid (useless gestures)
to immobilise

Then three

fu~ther

ones: to label
to wrap
to transport

Encouragement by clubs to enlist first-aid helpers and the proper equipment
supplied for them.

a) The treatment offractures
Upper limb: scarfs
Lower limb: splints
improvised splints
inflatable splints
Dangers to be met (strangulation)

b) The treatment aIcranial traumas
- in the case of every swoon - be it even of short duration - the player must
be forbidden to return ta his position an the field
- he must be brought home
- he must be advised to take complete rest for 24 hours
- in the case of minors, advice ought to be given ta the parents to contact the
family doctor.
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Precautions can never be too exaggerated
The confidence of the supervising doctor at the ground is indispensable; his

authority, his influence, his knowledge of the game and the fact that he knows the
federal authorities, all this will help him in his task. No one can accuse him of being
partial towards a certain team, for he has taken the Hippocrates' oath!

Criteria as to the resumprion of sports activity
Only the doctor can determine the right moment to resume the sporting endeavour and - even more important - competition.
Rest is never a handicap.
It is an essential part of treatment in the case of most sports injuries.

SPORTS MEDICINE
Massages and Fnotball
by Prof Dr. J. Vittori (France)
Massage is dynamic therapeutics, which .can be considered a technique and an art.
In the case of sportsmen, massage aims at achieving full physical fitness to a person who has to be prepared for accomplishing the greatest effort; it also maintains
the organism and allows recovery after effort.
Massage assists toxin elimination by mobilising the muscular masses"and it produces a state of relaxation.
20 years ago, a masseur used only empirical methods, he was a manual assistant.
Today, the kinesitherapeut brings his experience of rehabilitation.
A masseur is not always a kinesitherapeut, but the kinesitherapeut is always a
masseur.
Before determining the best massage methods and the best moment for massaging football players, we ought to study:
- massage physiology
- methods as such
We wish to refer to my experience as the doctor of the football team of France
since 1964.
The problems mentioned concerning the national team can be adapted on a
smaller scale, for all club teams.

I.

Massage Physiology
Local effects
Overall effects

1. Action on the skin
.The temperature of the skin rises by 1 - 3 0 through vasodilatation.
The tissue pressure is increased.
The physical aspect of the skin is changed: it becomes supple.
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2. Action on the skin functions
Cutaneous perspiration
Increase in the cutaneous and sudoriferous secretions
Action on the nerve extremities
- transformation of mechanical into electrical energy
Euthrophic action - (liberation of biostimulins)

3. A crion on vessels
Intensification of the circulation of small arteries
Widening of the diameter of the small arteries (through vasodilatation)
Decrease of artery tension (deep massage)
Increase of return circulation at the level of the veins
- opening of the "latent" spaces
= phenomena of hyperthermy
= increase in the blood mass
- liberation of chemical substances
(acetylcholin)
(his tam in)
Effects on the lymphatic circulation
- reabsorption of the products of cell metabolism

4. Effects on rhe neuro-muscular system
a) Muscular system
Struggle against amyotrophy (muscle decrease)
Increase in muscular strength
Increase in resistance to fatigue
Better irrigation and drainage
Kind of effects: stimulating (increase in basic tonus)
soothing
(decrease in basic tonus)
refreshing (drainage of substances or toxins
originating from fatigue)
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b) Nervous system
Thermo-analgesical action (action on the threshold of pain)
At the level of the neuro-muscular slab
- discharge of histarnin or acetylcholin
= alteration in muscular chronaxy

Alteration in tonicity

5. Effects on other systems of the body
Heart - Alteration of the cardiac rhythm (tachycardia or brachycardia)
~ Facilitation or increase of work
Digestive system
- Soothing or stimulating effects according to the techniques used

Urinary system
~ 1ncrease in diuresis
CONCLUSION
Sedative, relaxing and tonic effects
Tremendous effect on the person's psychicism

II.

Methods

A. Massage as such
= sedative effect
Light massage: flat vibration
Percussion:
tonic manipulation = to excite movement

Treading:
Kneading:

deep massage

B. Kinesitherapy

Mobilisation - active
- passive

C. Thalassotherapy

= furthers the elimination of toxins
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III. Treatment recommended for
Medical-surgical reasons
Aesthetical reasons - maintenance
Sport

A. Preparatory massage prior to effort expenditure
Light massage, deep pressing and gliding movements
Percussion
.-

quick rhythm
passive mobilisation of articulations
5 - 15 minutes
this concerns the whole body or a part of it
ensures the proper articulation for exertion
this massage must be made soon enough before the effort
relaxing effect (TRAC ++)

B. Restoring massage

- To eliminate - Relieve congestion
- Activation of the lymphatic and blood drainage systems of taxies
- Sedative action
- Light massage, deep pressing and gliding movements
- Kneading, rubbing

- duration: 35 - 40 minutes
Contra-indications
(haematoms
(dennatoses - infections
(fever
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IV. The Masseur's Qualities
He must be athletic - Massaging is exhausting

He must be able to massage many sportsmen within
a short time
Knowledge of the sport or speciality
- A masseur may know perfectly how to treat a polio-

myelitic and yet he may have no idea about the muscular
masses that are put into movement in a given sport athletics, football, etc.
V. The Masseur and Football
A. Essential principles

- Neurotonic natures
- Musculature

•

Lower limbs
Lumbar area
Dorsal area

- Importance
Quadriceps
Ischiatic- ti bial
Twin muscles
Consequently: slow massages

- deep stroking
- deep kneading
- progressively energetic
- never brutal
- no percussion

B. indications - (Experience with the team of France)
I. Before the effort
- 30 - 60 minutes before
- rapid - 6· 10 minutes
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This is debatable for a football team
- 6 minutes for 12 men = 72 minutes
- enormous work for only one masseur; is a second masseur to be added
and what to do in the case of a tour ?
- since the footballer is often a neurotonic person, the only task is to
improve his condition: friction with glove and toilet water.

2. After the effort
Here massage is really valu,able

Immediately ajter the game
- shower-bath
- massage of only the players who received blows

A few hours later, or better, on the following day
- slow
long massage
for half an hour
- Begin with gentle abdominal manipulations, then deep movements to
calm the cardio-vasculary reactions

- GO ON by using soothing manipulations
- Resume with stressed massages - kneading
= to eliminate toxins
- Return to calm by soothing manipulations
- Rest in a relaxed position
in a calm and warm atmosphere

3. Fitness massages
- 2 days per week
- deep, slow
- during 30 minutes
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C. Special cases
- Muscle contraction

- Twin muscles: preceded by infra-red rays
light, deep massages
kneading
. Quadriceps:

the same

- Addnctors:

do not go beyond the threshold of pain

- Biceps:

do not go beyond the threshold of pain

Elongation
ice ++
heat - galvanic current
very light massages

VI. Prodncts Used
Massage is better after a shower-bath
It must be done with the bare hand

without talcum powder (the hand stays softer)
A. Fitness massage

- sweet almond oil
- ointment

- cream

B. Medical massages
a) Decontracting products

anti-inflammatory
b) Trypsin (Alphachymotripsin, e.g.) - oedemas
c) Phlogiston - antiphlogistic
- dolpic
d) Enzymes
antirheumatismal - Phenyl-Butazone
All these products are dangerous
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They must be used only in local massages
but never for general massage
e) Thalassotherapy

VII. The Masseur's Personality in a Football Team
L Moral role: atmosphere
confidence
care

2. He must not appear to be puny

3. Deontology
His rel~tions with (Doctor
) Team
( Coaches
) Officials
4. Knowledge
F ootball

~ Technique
- Tactics

5. Important role played by the helper
He must have adequate knowledge of first-aid
and the required equipment
To Sum Up
Fitness massage twice a week
Massage before the game
6 minutes
instilling confidence
tensing muscles
the players must be well covered
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After the effort
shower
bath
massages a few hours after the game or
on the following day
The most important recovery action
The following is to be associated to it:
dietetic (24 hours
isolation (48

usual sportsman's hygiene

Conclusions
Massage is no commonplace act
it does not have the advantages of doping
it renders fit

it helps the sportsman to suffer blows easier
it provides rational recovery

The results of massage also depend on the masse'Uf'S own qualities of:
intelligence

diplomacy
know-how
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LESSON 9

Subject:

Tbe Laws of the Game
Law XII (cant.) - Fouls and Misconduct
Cautions and expulsions

Introduction:

In addition to the direct or indirect free-kick awarded against his
team, a player who does not conform to the Laws can be punished by a caution or an expulsion.

Development:

A player shall be cautioned if:
a) he enters or re·enters the field of play to join or rejoin his
team after the game has commenced, or leaves the field of play
during the course of a game (except through accident) without
in either case, first having received a signal from the referee
showing him that he may do so;
b) he persistently infringes the Laws of the Game;
c) he shows by word or action, dissent from any decision given
by the referee;
d) he is guilty of ungentlemanly conduct.
For any of these last three offences, in addition to the caution,
an indirect free-kick shall also be awarded to the opposing side
from the place where the offence occurred, unless a more serious
infringement of the Laws of the Game was committed.
In addition, a player shall be sent off the field of play (expulsion)
if:
a) in the opinion of the referee he is guilty of violent conduct or
serious foul play;
b) he uses foul or abusive language;
c) he persists in misconduct after having received a caution.
In all these cases, special emphasis must be placed on the intention factor. It is not always easy to judge whether an act is deliberate. As a matter of fact, even though it is possible to demonstrate a clearly deliberate act showing just how it differs from an
obviously unintentional act, there are many occasions on which
the difference is very slight and one kind of act can change almost
imperceptibly into another.
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It is therefore extremely important to point out by every possible means the different types of fouls and misconduct. The use
of sequences and films is particularly helpful, because they enable situations to be examined in small portions, piece by piece,
accustoming the eyes of the participants to immediately grasp
the succession of events which in actual practice occur without
any interruption and are over rapidly.
Literature

Laws of the Game and Universal Guide for Referees,

and MateriaL

English Edition, July 1976
Special films on Fouls and Misconduct, slides or practical
demonstrations on the field
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Subject:

Tbe Laws of the Game
Law XI - Off-Side

Introduction:

If any of the Laws has given rise in profusion to words set down
on paper, or heated argument, it must surely be Law XI of the
Laws of the Game, Off-Side.

Development:

It should be clearly defined exactly when a player is off-side:

firstly, if he is in front of the ball when it is played, or, to be
more precise: "nearer his opponent's goal-line than the hall". A
player cannot be "off-side" if he was not in front of the ball the
last time it was played.
A player is therefore not off-side:
a) when he is in his own half of the field of play;
b) when there are two of his opponents nearer to their own goal·
line than he is;
c) when the ball last touched an opponent or was last played by
him;
d) when he receives the ball direct from a goal-kick, a corner-kick,
a throw-in, or when it was dropped by the referee.
It should also be made quite clear that a player in an off-side

position shall not be penalised unless:
a) he is interfering with the play or with an opponent;
b) he is seeking to gain an advantage.
The question of the ball touching or being last played by an opponent gives rise to certain difficulties due to the possible variations.
It must be added that if a player is in an off-side position, he is
unable himself "to fe-enter the game". For him to no longer be
considered off-side, it is necessary for an opponent to play the
ball, or for him not to be in front of the ball at the moment when
it is next played by one of his colleagues, or if the position of his
opponents change so that they are between him and their goalline.
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A player is not necessarily committing an infringement of the
off-side law ifhe is in an off-side position and moves slightly
beyond the field boundaries in order to clearly show the referee
that he is not influencing the game. However, if the referee is of
the opinion that such a manoeuvre has a tactical aim, or constitutes a trick and the player rejoins the game immediately afterwards, then the referee must signal for off-side.

Literature
and Material

Laws of the Game and Universal Guide for Referees,
English Edition, July 1976, particularly the diagrams illustrating
the Off-side Law, starting at page 107.
Magnetic blackboards and practical demonstrations on the field
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Subject:

The Laws of the Game
Law V - The Referee

Introduction:

In this new section we are going to deal with the responsibilities
of the officials, i.e. the referee and linesmen who have to interpret the Laws, and the powers entrusted to them for dealing with
infringements of the Laws of the Game.

Development:

The success of a referee controlling a match depends for the main
part on his general attitude, his bearing and the way he reacts.
Here are some of the most important instructions and tips for
referees:
1. Enforce the Laws as soon as kick-off is made; the exercise of
the referee's powers starts before the match has begun and
continues during the game.
2. The decision of the referee on points of fact shall be final.
3. The referee shall keep a record of the game and act as timekeepe,r.
4. The referee alone is entitled to apply the advantage clause.

5. He has discretionary power to caution or dismiss players
from the field of play.
6. He may stop the game for any infringement of the Laws and
suspend or terminate the game whenever, by reason of the
elements, interference by spectators, or other cause, he deems
it necessary.
7. The referee must take special care to keep physically fit.
8. Refrain from penalising in cases where he is satisfied that, by
so doing, he would be giving an advantage to the offending
team.

9. He shall keep the game on the move, encourage the game to be
resumed rapidly but correctly and maintain pace with the
game.
10. He shall visit the dressing-rooms. of both teams before the
start of the game and in all events examine the studs on the
players' footwear.
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II. He shall stop the game if, in his opinion, a player has been
seriously injured; have the player removed as soon as possible

from the field of play and immediately resume the game. If
a player is only slightly injured, the game shall not be stopped
until the ball has ceased to be in play. A player who is able to
go to the touch-line or goal-line for attention shall not be
treated on the field of play.
Literature
and Material:

Laws of the Game and Universal Guide for Referees,

English Edition, July 1976
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Subject:

The Laws of the Game
Law VI . Linesmen (Assist but do not insist)

Introduction:

Two linesmen shall be appointed) whose duty (subject to the
decision of the referee) shall be to indicate when the ball is out
of play and which side is entitled to the corner-kick.

Development:

There are two types of linesmen: the neutral linesman and the
club linesman; the first type is preferable. The powers of the

linesman who is not neutral are limited, whereas the duties and
powers of the neutral linesman are the foHowing:

a) to indicate when the ball is out of play;
b) to indicate which side is entitled to the corner-kick, the goalkick, or the throw-in;
c) to call the attention of the referee to rough play or ungentlemanly conduct which he has not noticed;

d) to give an opinjon on any point on which the referee may consult him;

e) to indicate off-side;

f) to help the referee in carrying out the game in accordance
with the Laws.

In addition, the linesmen shall co-operate with the referee on the
following points:
to check the players' equipment prior to the match;
to check the time with him;
the position to be taken for corner-kicks;

their duty during a throw-in;
method of refereeing, e.g. the diagonal system of control;
to act as a replacement for the referee;
to assist the referee in examining the ground.

The Diagol1al sysrem of cOl1trol
The referee will operate the diagonal system of control when his
linesmen are neutral. He will co-operate with his linesmen on the
following matters and indicate to them:
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a) the time by his watch;
b) the side of the field which each linesman will take in each
half of the match;
c) their duties prior to the commencement of the game, such as
the examination of the appurtenances of the game;
d) which shall be the senior linesman in case of need;
e) the position to be taken for corner-kicks;
f) the sign that he has noticed his linesman, but has overruled
the indication therefrom;
g) which action in the throw-in shall be the province of the
linesman, and which that of the referee.
The same provisions as to equipment for referees apply also to
linesmen, with the exception that instead of a whistle the lines
man shall be equipped with a flag which they must carry unfurled.
Literature
and Material:

Laws of the Game and Universal Guide for Referees,
English Edition, July 1976, starting at page 83
Diagrams illustrating the Diagonal system of control
Practical demonstrations on the ground
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Subject:

The Referee
His personal equipment
His attitude towards the players
His attitude in critical situations

Introduction:

It is most important that the referee be impeccably turned Qut.
In other respects, his attitude towards the players, particularly
in critical situations, can have a decisive influence on the outcome of a match or tournament.

Development:

Personal equipment
The referee shall take particular care as to his appearance. His
clothing consists of a shirt, shorts, socks and shoes. Referees in
international matches shall wear a blazer or shirt the colour of
which is distinct from the colours worn by the contesting teams.
Should his ,olours clash with those worn by the goalkeeper(s),
then the goalkeeper(s) shall have to change colours and not the
referee. He shall carry two whistles, one of which is attached to
his wrist, at least one stop watch, but preferably, two stop watches, pencil and paper, a coin, a knife and the yellow and red cards.
After the match, the referee shall report to the appropriate
authority misconduct or any misdemeanour on the part of spectators, officials, players, named substitutes or other persons
which take place, either on the field of play or in its vicinity at
any time prior to, during, or after the match in question so that
the appropriate action can be taken by the authority concerned.
The attitude of the referee towards the players
Refrain from gesticulating too dramatically when dealing with offending players, do not tolerate any disputation from a player
against the referee's action, avoid beiryg jostled by players. keep
command of the situation, know how to penalise correctly, e.g.
giving cautions and the use of cards for this purpose, show tact
and common sense, always remain calm never "push" a player.
The attitude of the referee in critical situations, caused either by
a congestion of players or interference by spectators:
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--'Enforce the provisions of the Laws, appeal to the two team
captains if he deems it necessary. signal well and distinctly,
using moderate, undramatic gestures, take decisions firmly but
always remain pleasant.

Para. d) of Law V stipulates that the referee is empowered to
terminate the match in the event of grave disorder, but has no
power or right to decide, in such an event that either team is dis-

qualified and thereby the loser of the match. This can only be
decided by the proper authority.
Literature

Laws of the Game and Universal Guide for Referees,

and Material:

English Edition, July 1976
Practical demonstrations on the ground
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LESSON 14

Subject:

Responsibilities of the Referee and the Spirit of the Laws

Introduction:

We feel it-is important to enter into a little more detail as regards
the referee's responsibilities and the spirit of the Laws of the
Game.

Development:

The responsibilities of a referee
1. The referee does not make the Laws. His duty is to act as the
judge and enforce the Laws.

2. It is not the referee's job to teach the players how to play foot·
ball. His task is to ensure that they abide by the Laws.
3. His main task is to make certain that no player or team gains
an unfair advantage against their opponents or opposing team.
4. The referee has to dedicate himself fully to the game, in the
broadest meaning of the word.
5. The referee exercises certain discretionary powers, which
themselves should be used with discretion.
6. His task is to ensure that the game runs smoothly, is enjoyable
and is played with as little trivial interference as possible.
7. The referee is not an actor, and the less conspicuous he makes
himself, whilst striving to ensure that the game is played according to the letter and spirit of the Laws, the better it is.
8. In assuming these responsibilities, certain personal demands
are made upon the referee:
a) he must be in a good physical and mental shape;
b) he must be of good disposition, show courage and possess
a well-balanced and firm character;
c) he must be honest and endeavour to remain impartial at
all times.
9. He must accept his responsibilities. He can assign a certain
specific province to the linesmen, but the ultimate responsibility falls entirely upon him.
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The Spirit of the Laws
I. The Laws have evolved and have a history of their own. They
should not be altered flippantly or without mature consideration.
2. The Laws can change. The method of interpretation can vary
from one region to another, however, the spirit of the Laws
remains unchanged. These Laws include fair play.
3. The spirit of fair play is closely related to the idea of friendship. It would be ideal therefore if the game were played
between people on the basis of such friendship.
4. Like everybody else, footballers detest injustice and disapprove of deceipt. They seek both justice and fairness.
5. It should of course not be overlooked that the game is competitive and a part of the spirit of the game is to be found in
this competition, but it must be fair.
6. The Laws provide a uniform system of control.
7. An infringement of the Laws is punished in various ways.
8. The decisions made regarding infringements of the Laws are
the responsibility of the referee.
9. The referee should only penalise deliberate breaches of the

Law.
10. Probably the most important power entrusted to the referee
is: to refrain from intervening in cases where he is satisfied
that by so doing he would be giving an unfair advantage to the
offending team.
]]. The referee's main criterium of judgment concerns intention.
]2. The best example of this is charging, because charging is a perfectly legitimate exercise in football skill and the referee does
not have the power to discourage it.
13. The referee must uphold his authority without ever misusing
his powers.
14. He must be qualified to apply the letter of the Law, but he
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must also know when it has to be applied, in order to preserve the spirit of the Laws.
15. The Laws to which the referee should refer in particular in
this respect are Laws X, XI, Xli, XIlI and XIV.
16. The spirit of the Laws requires that the referee's decisions be
accepted with goodwill and in a sporting spirit and, above aJl,
without protest.
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Subject:

The Referee and injured players

Introduction:

In a previous lesson we have already dealt with the attitude of
the referee towards the players. Now we would like to talk in particular about the role of the referee when there are injured players on the field.

Development:

Injuries
Deal with the offence if an offence was committed.
Determine, to the extent possible, the seriousness of the injury.
Remember that a referee is not a doctor, but can merely give
first aid. Use discretion guided by common sense.
Ignore dramatic scenes. Treatment is only permitted on the
field if the player is likely to run a risk by being transported.
It is important in such cases that the player receive the best
possible treatment, away from the field, as quickly as possible.
Resume the game as soon as possible. Keep things calm. Keep
in mind a possible offence and the sanction to be taken when
play is resumed. The sanction, however, depends entirely upon
the offence committed and not upon the effect it has produced.
The referee must stop the game if, in his opinion, a player is seriously injured. If a player is slightly injured, the game shall not he
stopped until the ball has ceased to be in play.
To recognise when a player is feigning injury or is trying to exaggerate the gravity of his injury. The fact that he is near the incident, plus his general experience, should be a guide of common
sense to the referee when he has to assess the extent of an injury.
In the first instant he must decide whether to stop the game and
for how long, but he does not have to suggest treatment or make
a diagnosis.
Many players "recover" rapidly when they notice that the game
continues or that they have to leave the field to be treated. In the
event of serious injury, the referee shall stop the game immediately and signal to the medical orderly that he must enter the field
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of play to make a diagnosis. Rapid first aid is permitted, but care
should be taken that no excessive time is lost in transporting the
casualty to the touch-line or the dressing-rooms. If the injury appears to have been caused by equipment or appurtenances, the
referee must be prepared to check them so as to avoid further
injury. In the case of death, the match must be abandoned and
a report submitted by the referee to the appropriate authority.
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LESSON 1

Subject:

The Referees' Committee
Its duties

Introduction:

The Referees' Committee is one of the FIFA Standing Committees. It consists of a Chairman and eight members nominated by the Executive Committee.

Development:

Its duties are:
a) to prepare the official translations of the Laws of the Game
and any alterations made thereto;
b) to give decisions regarding the application of the Laws of
the Game;
c) to propose to the Executive Committee the alterations to
the Laws of the Game to be submitted to the International
Football Association Board;
d) to compile a list of referees qualified to control international matches from the nomination submitted by the
National Associations;
e) to establish as far as possible uniformity in methods of
refereeing and application of the laws;
f} to be responsible for the editing of the section "Laws of
the Game" in the official bulletin of the FIFA;
g) to organize courses for international referees and for those
responsible for the education and the preparation of referees
in their countries, directly or conjointly with other organiza·
tions;
h) to form a group of lecturers who, from time to time, and
according to the necessities, take part in courses and re·
unions organized by the Referees' Committee;
i) to prepare and publish memoranda, books, booklets, films
and other visual aids;
k) to collect a library of such aids (i) in FIFA House for use
at courses and to lend them to National Associations;
1) to appoint the referees to competitions organized by FIFA
according to the demand of the various National Associations;
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m) to ensure that each National Association has a properly

constituted Referees' Committee, and as to ascertain that
these committees function satisfactorily;
n) The duties specified in para. 2 (g). (h), (i) and (k) above
and the resulting financial responsibilities shall be reported
to the Finance Committee.

Literature:

The Regulations mentioned above
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Subject:

The International Football Association Board

Introduction:

In 1863 when the four British Associations, i.e. England,
Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland, adopted the rules of the
game entitled "Association Football Games" they became in a
way the protectors of the Laws of the Game. FIFA has been
part of this international Football Association Board since
1913. Its objects and functions are described below.

Name and
Constitution:

The title of the Board is: International Football Association
Board. The Football Association (England), The Scottish Football Association, The Football Association of Wales, The Irish
Football Association and the Federation Internationale de
Football Association (FIF A), hereinafter called Associations,
constitute the Board and each is entitled to be represented by
fOUf delegates.

Objects:

The objects of the Board are to discuss and decide proposed
alterations to the Laws of the Game and such other matters
affecting association football as may be referred to the Board
after consideration by the annual general meetings or other appropriate meetings of the Associations fanning the Board.

Closing date
for alterations:

Each Association shall forward in writing on or before the 31st
December in each year to the Secretary of the Association convening the next meeting of the Board, suggestions or proposed
alterations to the Laws of the Game, which shall be printed
and distributed on or before the 15th January of each year.
Any amendments to such proposed alterations must be submitted in writing to the Secretary on or before the 1st March, and
such proposals and amendments shall be written and distributed
on or before 20th March for consideration at the annual general meetings or other appropriate meetings of the Associations.
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Board to meet
in June:

The Board shall meet annually in the month of June and the
date and venue shall be fixed at the previous Board meeting. The

meeting shall be held in rotation in England, Scotland, Wales and
Ireland; but when the FIFA Congress and the World Cup coin·
cide the meeting of the Board shall be convened by FIFA and,
if practicable, held at the venue of the World Championship. One
of the representatives of the Association convening the meeting

shall preside.
Minutes:

The Minu tes of the meetings are recorded by the Secretary of the
Association convening the meeting and are fully reported in the
official Minute Book which is forwarded to the Association next
in rotation before the 1st of June ensuing.

Quorum and
Voting powers:

The business of a meeting shall not be proceeded with unless four
Associations, one of which shall be the FIFA, are represe"nted.
The four British Associations shall each have one vote and the

FIFA shall have four votes on behalf of all other National Asso·
ciations in membership with it.
Alterations
to the Laws

of the Game:

No alterations shall be made to the Laws of the Game, except in
the annual meeting of the Board in June and then only if agreed
by at least three-quarters of those present and ~ntitled to vote.
This means that no decision can be made without the agreement

of FIFA.
Special
Meetings:

The Association entitled to convene the Board meeting for the
current year* shall on receiving a written requisition signed by

any two of the British Associations or by the FIFA, accompanied
by a copy of the proposals to be submitted, call a special meet·
ing of the Board. Such special meeting shall be held within 28
days of the requisition and the Associations forming the Board
shall receive 21 days' notice together with a copy of the proposals.
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Decisions of
the Board:

The decisions of the Board shall be binding on National Associations on and after the 25th of July following each annual meeting of the Board, but National Associations whose current season
has not ended by 25th July may delay the introduction of the
adopted alterations for their National Competitions until the
beginning of their next season. No alterations to the Laws of the
Game shall be made by any Association until they have been
passed by the Board.

"*

Amended June 1968 and 1971

*

The current year shall be understood to commence on the
day following the previous annual meeting.

**

It was agreed that for international matches any such decisions would be effective from 25th July following the annual
meeting of the Board at which they were reached.
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Subject:

The Referee
His role

Introduction:

The Referee plays a very important role on the field of play.
His performance is a vital contribution to the success of <l
match 'or tournament.

Development:

The importance of good refereeing is essential to the success
of a match.
With regard to the referee, particular emphasis must be placed
upon:
his character
his knowledge of the Laws of the Game and their interpretation and application
his physical condition
his attitude towards the players
his attitude in critical situations
his manner of dealing with incidents on the field

his ability tD make impartial and correct decisions without
allowing himself to be influenced by external factors
his position on the field and his understanding with the
linesmen
These are all factors which have to be borne in mind to make
a good referee.
The following maxim aptly describes the role and the importance of the referee:

"The referee must always be fair and in order to be fair he
must be fit to be close to play to give a correct decision. He
should be firm and to be firm he must be confident To be
confident he must have a thorough knowledge of the Laws of
the Game and their correct interpretation. He must have quick
reaction to size up the situation in order to exercise the correct advantage. "
Koe Ewe Teik
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Subject:

The Laws of the Game
Laws I to IV

Introduction:

Laws I to IV deal with the following points:

Field of play
The ball
Number of players
Players' equipment
Development:

Law I - Field of Play
Dimensions
Marking
Goal-Area
Penalty-Area
Corner-Area

The Goals
Law II - The Ball
Shape
Circumference

Weight

Pressure
Material
Colour
Reserve balls
Danger of injury
Balls not conforming to standard
Decisions concerning the replacement of a ball
The competent authority for deciding what constitutes approved materials for the ball
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Law III - Number of players
Position of the players
Verification of the number of players
Colour of goalkeepers
Change of goalkeeper
Substitutes in an official competition and in friendly
ches and/or tournaments
Players leaving or reen tering the field

mat~

Law IV - Players' equipment
Jersey/shirt, shorts, socks
Footwear (boots or shoes)
Dangerous objects
The goalkeeper
Footwear, bars and studs, maximum height, inspection of
footwear, inspection of other articles of equipment.
N.B.: The law does not insist that boots or shoes must be

worn, however, the International Football Association Board
recommends that players taking part in competition matches
should wear them when the majority of players are doing so.
Literature
and material

Laws of the Game and Universal Guide for Referees,
English Edition, July 1976
Balls
Boots
Magnetic board for demonstrations
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Subject:

The Laws of the Game
Laws VII, VIII, IX and X

Introduction:

The Laws VII to X put the accent on the duration of the
game, the kick-off, ball in and out of play, goal scored.

Development:

Law VII . Dumtioll of the game
In principle, two equal periods of 45 minutes

(special conditions for
.
-

youths
players of school age
women's matches)

The half-time interval
Law VIII - Kick-off
This is divided into two main groups:
A) .at the beginning of the game, after a goal has been scored
and after half-time
B) after any other temporary suspension of the game
A. At the beginning of the game
I. Choice of ends and the kick-off decided by the toss of a

coin.
2. The referee havi.ng given the signal, the place-kick is taken.
3. The ball must travel the distance of its own circumference,
otherwise the kick must be retaken.
4.

Position of the referee and players when the kick-off is
taken

5. The players must stay in their own half of the field until
the ball is kicked-off.
6. Every player of the team op'posing that of the kicker must
not remain less than 9 rn. 15 from the ball until it is
kicked-off.
7. The player taking the kick-off shall not play the ball a second time until it has been touched or played by another
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player. The sanction would be an indirect free-kick.
8. A goal caollot be scored direct from a kick-off.
After a goal has been scored
The game shall be restarted like at the beginning of the game
by a place~kick, by a player of the team conceding the goal.
After

half~time

Teams change ends and the kick~off is taken by a player of the
opposite team to that of the player who started the game.
B. After any other temporary suspension of the game
Points such as goal-kicks, direct and indirect free-kicks, penaltykicks and corner-kicks, as well as the thrown-in are dealt with
elsewhere in the Laws. We are only concerned here with the
dropped-ball. The dropped-ball is not deemed in play until it
has touched the ground.

Law IX - Ball in and out of play
I. The ball is in play:

a) if it rebounds off either the referee or linesmen when they
are in the field of play;
b) if it rebounds from a goal-post, cross-bar or corner-flag
post into the field of play.
2. The ball

IS

out of play:

a) when it has wholly crossed the goal-line or touch-line,
whether on the ground or in the air;
b) when the game has been stopped by the referee;
c) when the ball is off-side, a free-kick cannot be awarded
for an infringement occurring at this moment.
3. Should the game be disrupted by spectators, it shall be abandoned unless the situation can be rectified immediately. If
the ball is touched by a spectator, play will be restarted by
the referee dropping the ball at the place where the incident
occurred (except in the case of a penalty-kick).
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Law X - Method of scoring

Except as otherwise provided by the Laws. a goal is scored

when the whole of the ball has passed over the goal-line,
between the goal-posts and under the cross bar, provided it has

not been thrown, carried or intentionally propelled by hand or
arm, by a player of the attacking side, except in the case of a
goalkeeper, who is within his own penalty-area.

Literature
and material:

Laws of the Game and Universal Guide for Referees.

English Edition, July 1976
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Subject:

The Laws of the Game
Laws XIII and XIV

Introduction:

In this lesson, the various typical situations of the game, i.e.
free-kicks and penalty-kicks, will be dealt with.

Development:

Law XIII - Free-kicks
Free·kicks shall be classified under two headings:

the direct free· kick from which a goal can he scored direct
against the offending side and the indirect free-kick from which
a goal cannot be scored direct.

An important point: all of the opposing players shall be at least
10 yards (9m 15) from the ball unless they are standing on
their own goal-line, between the goal-posts_ The taking of a freekick shall be delayed until the provisions of the Law mentioned
above are complied with.
At the taking of a direct or indirect free-kick the ball is in play
when it has travelled the distance of its own circumference.
The ball must be stationary when a free-kick is taken and the
kicker shall not play the ball a second time until it has been
touched or played by another player.
(An infringement of this provision is punished by an indirect freekick taken from the spot where the infringement occurred.)
Law XIV - Penalty-kick
A penalty-kick shall be taken from the penalty-mark. All players with the exception of the player taking the kick, and the
opposing goalkeeper, shall be within the field of play but outside the penalty-area and at least 10 yards (9m 15) from the
penalty-mark.
A penalty-kick can be taken in one or two stages.
Note particularly that when a game is extended at half-time or
full-time to allow a penalty-kick to be taken or retaken, the
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extension shall last until the moment that the penalty-kick has
been completed, i.e. until the referee has decided whether or
not a goal is scored.
Literature

Laws of the Game and Universal Guide for Referees,

and Material:

English Edition, July 1976
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Subject:

The Laws of the Game
Laws XV, XVI and XVII

Introduction:

In this lesson we shall deal with the djfferent typical situations
of the game, i.e. throw-in, goal-kick and corner-kick.

Development:

Law XV . Throw·in

The ball shall be thrown in from the point where it crossed the
line, in any direction. The thrower shall use both hands and shall
deliver the ball from behind and over his head, facing the field of
play with part of each foot either on the touch-line or on the
ground outside the touch-line.

Law XVI - Goal-kick
I. The ball shall be kicked direct into play beyond the penaltyarea from a point within that half of the goal-area nearest to
where it crossed the line.
2. A goalkeeper shall not receive the ball into his hands from a
goat-kick in order that he may thereafter kick it into play.

3. If the ball is not kicked beyond the penalty-area, the kick
shall be retaken.
4. Players of the opposing team shall remain outside the penaltyarea whilst the kick is being taken.

5. A goal shall not be scored direct from a goal-kick.
Law XVII - Corner-kick
When the whole of the ball passes over the goal-line, excluding
that portion between the goal-posts, having last been played by
one of the defending team, a member of the attacking team shall

take a corner-kick. The whole of the ball shall be placed within
the quarter circle at the nearest corner-flag-post which must not

be moved, and it shall be kicked from that position. A goal may
be scored direct from such a kick. Players of the team opposing

that of the player taking the corner-kick shall not approach within 10 yards (9m 15) of the ball until it is in play, i.e. it has travelled the distance of its own circumference. A player cannot be
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off-side at the taking of a corner-kick. The player taking the kick
shall not play the ball a second time before it has been touched
or played by another player. In the case of an infringement, an
indirect free-kick shall be awarded to the opposing team, to be
taken from the place where the infringement occurred.
Literature

Laws of the Game and Universal Guide for Referees,

and Material

English Edition, July 1976
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LESSON 8

Subject:

The Laws of the Game
Law XII ; Fouls.and Misconduct

Introduction:

In this lesson we shall deal with one of the most difficult Laws
i.e. Law XII concerning fouls and misc~mduct.

Development:

The following nine main offences are penalised by the award of a
direct free kick, when a player intentionally:
I. kicks or attempts to kick an opponent;
2. trips an opponent, i.e., throwing or attempting to throw him
by the use of the legs or by stooping in front of or behind
him;
3. jumps at an opponent;
4. charges an opponent in a violent or dangerous manner;
5. charges an opponent from behind unless the latter be obstructing;
6. strikes or attempts to strike an opponent;
7. holds an opponent;
8. pushes an opponent;
9. handles the ball, i.e. carries, strikes or propels the ball with
his hand or arm.
Should a player commit one of these offences within his own
penalty-area, a penalty-kick shall be awarded.

If one of these offences is committed outside of the penalty·area,
a direct free-kick shall be awarded to the opposing team from
the place where the offence occurred.
In all cases, the fact should be emphasised that the offence must
have been committed intentionally.
A player committing any of the following five offences shall be
penalised by an indirect free-kick:
1. playing in a manner considered by the referee to be dangerous,
e.g. attempting to kick the ball while held by the goalkeeper;
2. charging fairly, i.e. with the shoulder, when the ball is not
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within playing distance of the players concerned and they 3ce
definitely not trying to play it:
3. when not playing the baJJ, intentionally obstructing an opponent, i.e. funning between the opponent and the ball, or interposing the body so as to form an obstacle to an opponent;
4. charging the goalkeeper except when he is holding the baJJ, is
obstructing an opponent or has passed outside his goal-area;
5. when playing as goalkeeper, takes more than four steps whilst
holding, bouncing or throwing the ball in the air and catching
it again without releasing it so that it is played by another
player, or indulging in tactics which, in the opinion of the
referee, are designed merely to hold up the game and thus
waste time and so give an unfair advantage to his own team.

For these five offences, an indirect free-kick shall be awarded to
the opposing team at the place where the infringement occurred.

Literature
and Material:

Laws of the Game, English Edition, July 1976
A gymnasium or ground must be used for practical demonstrations.

